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Abstract

At the LHC, the process Z/t* e+e~ is investigated to test the Standard Model 

in a completely new kinematic range. This thesis describes Z/')* cross section 

measurements using proton-proton collisions recorded by the ATLAS detector in 

2011. The data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 4.64 fb-1. The 

differential Z/j* cross section measurements are performed in the boson rapidity 

bins, and integrated over three mz ranges, covering a region of 46 < mz < 150 

[GeV]. Overall a good agreement is observed between the results and theoretical 

predictions based on a recent PDF sets determined by the CTEQ, MSTW, 

ABM, HERAPDF and NNPDF groups.
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Chapter

Introduction

This year marks the 30th anniversary of the first direct Z boson observation made 

by physicists at the Super Proton Synchrotron at CERN in 1983. For the past 

three decades properties of this neutral elementary particle were studied in detail 

by several experiments, including the Tevatron at Fermi National Accelerator 

Laboratory (US), the Large Electron-Positron Collider (CERN) and the SLAC 

Linear Collider (US). In the era of the Large Hadron Collider (CERN), the Z 

boson, together with its electrically charged cousin particle, the W boson, is an 

important tool for obtaining sensitivity to new physics phenomena. In particular, 

studies of the inclusive production cross sections of the Z and W bosons constitute 

a substantial test of the Standard Model of Particle Physics at the highest hadron 

collider energy accessible so far.

The aim of this thesis is the measurement of inclusive Z boson production 

cross section in the electron decay channel, using the LHC proton-proton collision 

data at y/s — 7 TeU, collected by the ATLAS Detector in 2011. Several aspects of 

the study constitutes a complementary cross-check to the latest ATLAS results 

[1]. The first measurements of this kind were performed with approximately 

35 fb"1 of ATLAS 2010 data and published in [2], with the corresponding support 

note [3], as well as by the CMS Collaboration with 2010 [4] and 2011 [5] data, 

and the LHCb Collaboration with 0.94/6-1 [6].
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2 Introduction

This thesis presents the differential cross section measurements as a function 

of di-electron rapidity rj and di-electron invariant mass Mee, in the range from 46 

to 150 GeV. The integrated cross section in the fiducial region of the experiment 

is presented, as well as the result after theoretical extrapolation to the full phase 

space. The final results are compared to the NNLO QCD predictions, which are 

calculated using several different sets of parton distribution functions (PDF).

This thesis is organised in ten chapters, where each of the constituents essen

tial for the derivation of the final result is discussed separately. Chapter 2 contains 

the theoretical outline of the physics relevant for the Z boson production at the 

LHC, where the Drell-Yan process is introduced, along with the Quark Parton 

Model (QPM). This is followed by a brief description of the ATLAS detector in 

Chapter 3 with the emphasis on the detector components most crucial for the 

^ boson cross section measurement in the electron decay channel, i.e the inner 

tracking detector and calorimeters. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 concentrate on the 

electron trigger, identification and reconstruction in the ATLAS Detector, where 

the data driven method, central for the estimate of the measurement efficien

cies is presented, with an example of the electron trigger efficiency evaluation. 

Chapter 6 describes data and Monte Carlo generated samples used in analysis, 

provides a brief specification of the main Monte Carlo events generators, and 

details the global corrections applied to the MC samples. The event selection 

procedure is described in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8 the background sources to the 

process of interest and methods of their determination are described. In particu

lar the data driven method employed to the QCD multijet background evaluation 

is presented. The summary of results of the Z/7* —^ e+e- cross section measure

ments is included in Chapter 9. An introduction to the methodology for the cross 

section calculation, details of the systematic uncertainties related to the cross sec

tion measurement, and comparison of results with respect to several theoretical 

predictions calculated at next-to-next-to leading order (NNLO) in QCD, using

S. Migas



Introduction 3

various PDF sets, are also contained. The final chapter (Chapter 10) of the thesis 

provides a brief summary of the work presented.
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Chapter

Theoretical Overview

This chapter provides a brief overview of the theoretical framework, which de

scribes the fundamental constituents of matter and their interactions, called the 

Standard Model, in the first section. The following parts include some theoretical 

aspects related to the proton-proton collisions, as well as Z/7* production at the 

Large Hadron Collider with respect to the Drell-Yan Process.

2.1 The Standard Model
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics constitutes an appropriate descrip

tion of the elementary particles and three1 fundamental forces mediated between 

them. The fundamental particles are spin-half fermions (quarks and leptons), 

from which all matter is constructed, and the integer spin gauge bosons, which 

are the force-mediating particles.

There are six quarks and six leptons classified in three generations, where 

additionally for each of these particles an anti-particle (characterised by the same 

spin and mass, but opposite values of remaining properties, e.g. electric charge) 

exists. Six flavours (types) of leptons are distinguished: electron (e), muon (^u), 

tau (t) - carrying negative electric charge, and electron neutrino (i/e), muon 

neutrino (17J, tau neutrino (yr) - which are electrically neutral. The six flavours

1 Gravity is not included in the Standard Model.
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6 2.1 The Standard Model

of quarks are: up (u), charm (c), top (t) - carry electric charge of +|e, and 

down (d), strange (s), bottom (b) - electric charge of —|e, where e is the charge 

of the proton. Each quark is characterised by an additional degree of freedom, 

called colour charge, and a quark’s colour can take one of three values (charges): 

red, green, or blue. Both quarks and leptons are spin | fermions, which obey 
Fermi-Dirac statistics.

The gauge bosons are responsible for mediating forces between particles, they 

have integer spin and they obey Bose-Einstein statistics. The electromagnetic 

force is mediated by a massless photon (7). The weak interactions are mediated 

by the massive, charged W+, W~ and neutral Z° bosons. Finally, massless gluons 

(g) are the strong force mediators.

Quarks are the only group of elementary particles participating in all three 

fundamental interactions. The e, fi and r leptons are subject to electromag

netic and weak interactions, while the neutrinos experience weak force only. An 

overview of the Standard Model elementary particles is given in Table 2.1.

The Standard Model is a quantum field theory, which successfully describes 

the theory of the strong interactions between quarks and gluons (i.e. theory of 

Quantum Chromodynamics, or QCD [7, 8]), the theory of photon mediated elec

tromagnetic interactions of electrically charged particles (i.e. theory of Quantum 

Electrodynamics, or QED), as well as including a unification of the electromag

netic and weak interactions, as proposed by Sheldon Glashow [9], Abdus Salam 

[10] and Steven Weinberg [11], in the Electroweak theory. The Standard Model 

also contains a description of the Higgs mechanism [12, 13, 14], a process in which 

particles acquire their masses by interaction with the Higgs field.

Despite some limitations, the Standard Model is a favorable theoretical rep

resentation, due to an excellent agreement with the experimental measurements, 

and the recent discovery of a long-sought Higgs boson at the LHC [15, 16, 17], 

will strengthen its position, as the most comprehensive physics model so far.

S. Migas



2.2 Proton and The Parton Model 7

The Standard Model Fermions

Generation

Category •J^st Qnd 3rd

Leptons e V T

Z'e "a UT

Quarks u c t
d s b

The Standard Model Bosons

Type of the Force

Category Electromagnetic Weak Strong

The Gauge Bosons Photon (7) W±, Z° gluon (g)

The Higgs Bosons JT° Origin of Mass

Table 2.1: The Standard Model elementary particles.

2.2 Proton and The Parton Model

In 1969 Richard Feynman proposed the parton model [18] to explain observa

tions from collision experiments, where highly energetic electrons were scattered 

off protons in a liquid hydrogen target. The observed cross-section for a large 

momentum transfer was greater than anticipated, implying the existence of the 

proton’s internal structure [19, 20].

According to the parton model, a hadron is composed of a number of point

like constituents, named partons, in a reference frame where it has an infinite 

momentum (i.e. approximation valid at high energies). Assuming the naive 

approach to the quark parton model, a proton consists of three valence quarks 

(uud). In Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) the valence quarks can radiate 

gluons, which are the bosons exchanged to provide the forces that hold the quarks 

inside the proton. Gluons can radiate gluons and also split into virtual qq pairs,

S. Migas



8 2.2 Proton and The Parton Model

which themselves can radiate other gluons. Therefore, in addition to the three 

valence quarks, the proton structure contains the sea of quarks and gluons. This 
is schematically represented in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the interactions between valence quarks of 
the proton via exchange of the gluons.

2.2.1 The Proton-Proton Collisions

A proton-proton collision at high energies can no longer be approximated as an 

elastic scattering of two electrically charged objects, as the actual interactions 

occur between partons contained in the protons.

The two partons (regarded as a free, point-like particles), each from one pro

ton, take part in the interaction, that occasionally2 involves a large momentum 

transfer {Q2). This type of interaction is referred to as a hard scattering pro

cess. One possible hard interaction is the annihilation of the incoming partons to 

produce a resonant state, as a Z° boson. The remaining partons, which are not 

involved in the hard interaction, form the underlying event. They are no longer 

colour-singlet states and undergo interactions, resulting in an additional hadronic 
deposits within the detector.

Since the partons are electrically and color charged, they are associated with 

emissions of gluons3 and photons (parton showers). The parton can shower before

2In most cases the partons are involved in low energy scale interactions.
’Emission of gluons dominates in hadronic interactions.

S. Migas



2.2 Proton and The Parton Model 9

the actual hard scattering process occurs, resulting in the Initial State Radiation 

(ISR), while the Final State Radiation (FSR) refers to emissions off final state 

particles. The parton shower evolution is stopped when a low energy scale (usually 

about 1 GeV) is reached. At this point the colourless hadrons are formed from 

coloured objects in the process called hadronization. A schematic illustration of 

a hard scattering process in a proton-proton collision is presented in Figure 2.2.

Initial State Radiation (ISR) Final State Radiation (FSR)

Underlying Event Hard Scattering Process

Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the hard scattering process in a proton- 
proton collision. Exemplified is the resonant state involving Z° boson with two 
quarks in the final state. The ISF and FSR are represented by the gluon emissions.

2.2.2 The Parton Distribution Functions

The partonic structure of the proton plays a fundamental role in elementary 

particle physics, and it is probed in high energy collision experiments. The par- 

tons involved in the hard scattering process, come from the incoming protons 

according to a given probability, which is a function of the proton’s momentum

S. Migas



10 2.2 Proton and The Parton Model

fraction carried by a parton, and the energy scale of the momentum transfer (Q2) 

involved, i.e. /(x^Q2). This probability is given by the Parton Distribution 

Functions (PDFs) [21]. Assuming the proton with a momentum P, and the par

ticular parton i with a momentum we can define the momentum fraction of 

the proton carried by a parton, by:

Xi = ^, Xi G (0,1); (2.1)

where P is determined by the beam energy of the collider.

The sum of the four-vectors of the partons involved in the interaction deter

mines the energy scale of the process, (Q2), therefore in case of the scattering 

involving a resonant state:

Q2 = (Pi + P2? = M2 = (p3 + Pif = SX1X2, (2.2)

where pi, p2 denote the four-momenta of incoming partons, and p3, p4 the 

four-momenta of the decay products of the resonant state characterised by the 

invariant mass M. The center-of-momentum system (cms) energy squared is 
given by s = 4P2.

The PDFs dependence on Q2 is successfully described in perturbative QCD 

(pQCD) by the DGLAP evolution equations [22]. Nevertheless the functional 

form of the PDFs is not predicted by pQCD, and its determination is performed 

phenomenologically by a global fit to experimental data. The suitable data are 

collected in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments, including the fixed tar

get experiments, and the electron-proton scattering at Hera, as well as the pp 

collisions at the Tevatron and most recently the pp interactions at LHC. The fits 

are updated regularly, depending on a new data availability. Several collabora

tions, each using different approach and parametrisations to perform the global 

fit, exist. In this thesis recent PDFs sets, as provided by: CTEQ [23], ABM 

[24], HERAPDF [25], MSTW [26], NNPDF [27] and JR [28] groups, are used.

S. Migas



2.2 Proton and The Parton Model 11

MSTW 2008 NLO PDFs (68% C.L.)

qI---- 1 i i.miil----1—i. i ii.ml__ . . . .7.rrU-V w . .■■■

IQ-4 103 10-2 10‘1 1 10"* 103 IC2 lO'1 1
X X

Figure 2.3: The Parton Distribution Functions as determined by the MSTW 
2008 fit at Q2 = lOGeV2 (left hand side) and Q2 = \bAGeV2 (right hand side), 
corresponding to 68% confidence level [26].

Figure 2.3 presents the MSTW2008 PDFs, for the two different energy scales: 

Q2 = lOGeV2 and Q2 = 104GeV2. Comparison of the PDFs at these distant 

scales, demonstrates one of the substantial predictions of pQCD, that as Q2 —» oo, 

the gluon and sea quark distributions become more dominant at the low x region.

Assuming the particle with an energy E and a certain momentum P, where 

pz is its component along the 2 axis, it is possible to define the rapidity, y:

(2.3)

Change in rapidity is invariant under a boost in the ^-direction.

In the leading order approximation the momentum fraction carried by the two 

scattering partons X\, x2 is determined by the invariant mass (M) and rapidity 

(y), of the resonant state, according to the equation:

S. Migas



12 2.2 Proton and The Parton Model

M « 7 TeVAtlas and CMS <7 TeV)

f..' !■'> Atlas jets

: I DO Central+BVd. Jets

ggg CDF/DO Central Jets

r~1 BCD MS
M - 100 GeVS^-iCUD E665

SLAC

M - 10 GeV

ATLAS W,Z

Figure 2.4: Kinematic plane of the deep inelastic scattering (DIS), in {Q2, x}, 
at HERA and for fixed target experiments and their equivalent in Drell-Yan 
scattering (in M2,y plane), at the Tevatron and the LHC (for y/s = 7 TeV) [29].

Xi,2 = ~^=e±y (2.4)Vs
In other words, the resonant state produced in a parton-parton collision, is 

characterised by an energy scale Q2 = A/2, and its rapidity, where the mass and 

rapidity determine the momentum fraction of the interacting quarks. Therefore 

it is possible to represent the kinematic ranges of the deep inelastic scattering 

experiments, the Tevatron, and the LHC measurements in a common (x, Q2) 

kinematic phase space, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. The kinematic range of the 

vector bosons, W±, Z° measurements at the LHC is extended towards lower 

values of x (comparing to the Tevatron), due to the increase in the beam energy.

Considering the limiting case of x = 1, the minimum rapidity yz oi the Z° 

boson is observed and equal to yz = -ln(2Ep/Mz) = 4.34, for beam energy

S. Migas



2.3 The Drell-Yan Production of Z/^* Boson 13

of 3.5 GeV. The centre of the rapidity distribution yz = 0, corresponds to 

x = Mz/2EP — 0.013. As seen from Figure 2.4, the x range accessed is covered 

by the measurements of PDFs from HI and ZEUS [25] experiments. However 

the prediction of the Z° boson cross sections in the rapidity plateau region at 

the LHC requires an extrapolation of the HERA PDFs by about two orders of 

magnitude in Q2. An accurate W± and Z° cross-section measurements at the 

LHC primarily tests the validity of the QCD evolution into the region of high 

Q2 at small x, and provide constraints on the quark flavour contributions to the 

cross sections process of interest.

2.3 The Drell-Yan Production of Z/7* Boson

Drell-Yan (DY) scattering [30] constitutes a suitable testing ground for pertur

bative Quantum Chromodynamics (pQCD), as the theoretical calculations de

scribing this process, including the higher order corrections up to next-to-leading 

order (NLO) [31, 32] and next-to-next-to leading order (NNLO) [33, 34, 35, 36] 

in perturbation theory, are available.

In the high energy proton-proton collisions at leading order (LO), the produc

tion of the Z°/7* boson is due to the Drell-Yan process, where the production of 

lepton pairs proceeds through the exchange of a virtual photon 7* or Z° boson. 

These two processes interfere quantum mechanically and can not be experimen

tally distinguished.

At the leading order (LO), the double differential Drell-Yan scattering cross- 

section for the process Z/'y* -7 e+e“ can be written as [29]:

d2(j
dMdy

4:7ra2(M)
■ 2M • P(M) • <1> (aq, X2, M2) , (2.5)

where M corresponds to the mass of electrons pair (e+e ). The propagator 

term and the parton distribution term are denoted P{M) and <I>(:ri, Ah, M2)

S. Migas
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respectively, and will be addressed below.

The cross-section for the discussed process is a sum of the contributions from 

7* and Z° exchange, as well as their interference. Therefore the propagator term 

P(M) and the parton distribution term $(xi,X2,M2) are presented in three 
different cases:

• Photon 7* Exchange

Py*(M) = ^4 5 $7* = ^2eq * Fqq (2.6)
<7

Fqq = X\X2 • M2)q(x2, M2) + q{xu M2)q(x2l M2)] (2.7)

Where eq denotes the electric charge of the quark.

• Z°/j* Interference

2.3 The DreR-Yan Production of Z/rf Boson

Pzofa*(M) = KZVe(M2 - MZ2)
M2[(M2 - M2y + {rzMzy}

^z°/7* ~ ^ ^ 2e^u^ • Fqq

Vf = /37 - ef sin2 0, af = I* [/ = e, q]—

KZ 4 sin2 © cos2 ©5 cos© =
Miw
M;

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

In the parton distribution term one electric charge eq is replaced by 2vq, the 

neutral current vector coupling. The interference contribution is proportional to 

z^e, the vector coupling of the electron, where If = —1/2 and sin2© = 1/4. As 

the mass increases and passes MZy the interference propagator term changes sign 

from positive to negative (Equation 2.8).

• Z° Boson Exchange

S. Migas



2.3 The Drell-Yan Production of Boson 15

Pzo(M) =
Kz(Ve+<le)

(M2 - Mf )2 + {TzMzY (2.12)

$zo = + al) ■ F„- (2.13)
Q

Where both the vector and the axial-vector couplings contribute as a sum of 

squares (v^ + a2e).

-----  Total
Z Boson 
Photon
I7ZI Interference

Hlpdf2009 mass M [GeV]

Figure 2.5: The Drell-Yan scattering cross-section of Zl^* —>• e+e“ process, inte
grated over the boson rapidity y. The calculation uses the leading order formula, 
as specified in the text, and the quark distributions from H1PDF2009 fit. The 
sum of y*, y* /Z() and Z° contributions is represented by a solid, red line, while 
the absolute value of ZQ/y* interference is shown in the black dotted curve [29].

Figure 2.5 presents Z/7* —e+e~ cross-section as a function of boson mass, 

and integrated over rapidity y. The pure Z° exchange dominates the cross-section 

distribution in the resonant region. At small M, the photon exchange part has a 

largest input. At about 70 GeV, the Z° and 7* parts equally contribute to the 

cross-section measurement. Finally at high M, the photon exchange part again 

is a dominating part.

S. Migas



16 2.3 The Drell-Yan Production of Boson

At the LHC the leading order Drell-Yan scattering is a dominant process 

for Z°/7* production, which accounts for approximately 65% of the total cross- 

section [37] for this process, and is represented by Feynman diagram in Fig

ure 2.6(a). Quark-gluon interactions give rise to higher order QCD contributions 

to the cross-section. The quark-gluon scattering is the dominant one, and its con

tribution to the overall cross-section is at the level of about 20%. An example of 

the quark interacting with a gluon to form a Z° boson is shown in Figure 2.6(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: The Feynman diagrams for Zjy* production in a proton-proton col
lision. The leading order Drell-Yan process is presented on the left hand side 
figure, and an example of next-to-leading order diagram on the right.

The Z boson production may be associated with a gluon(s) emission, implying 

higher order QCD corrections to the production processes. The real emissions, 

in contrast to the virtual corrections, are characterised by an additional gluon 

in the final state. The next-to-leading order corrections to the Drell-Yan process 

are shown in Figure 2.7. Up to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD 

calculations are available, and the corresponding Feynman diagrams for can be 

found, for example, in [35].

Table 2.2 summarises the leading order (LO), the next-to leading order (NLO) 

and the next-to-next-to leading order (NNLO) contributions to the Z boson pro
duction.

S. Aligns



2.3 The Drell-Yan Production of Z/^* Boson 17

Figure 2.7: The Feynman diagrams for the NLO QCD corrections to the Drell- 
Yan process. The virtual corrections (top) and the real emissions (bottom) are 
presented.

Order Process Correction

LO q + q Z
NLO q F q —^ Z 

q + q ^ Z + g
Q{q) + g Z + q(q)

One-loop Correction

NNLO q + q Z Two-loop Correction
q + q^t Z + g 

q + q-*Z + g + g
One-loop Correction

q(Q) Fg Z + q(q) 
q(q) + g ^ z + q(q) + g 

q + q->Z + q + q 
q(q) + q{q) Z + q(q) + q(q) 

g + g^Z + q + q

One-loop Correction

Table 2.2: Various processes contributing to the Z boson production at the LHC; 
listed at LO, NLO and NNLO.

S. Migas



18 2.3 The Drell-Yan Production of Z/^* Boson

Decay Mode Branching Ratio [%]

e+e~ 3.363±0.004
p+p- 3.366±0.007
t+t~ 3.370T0.008

Invisible 20.00T0.06
Hadrons 69.91±0.06

Table 2.3: The Z boson decay modes and their corresponding, measured branch
ing ratios in per cent [38].

2.3.1 ZAy* Boson Decay

The Z boson production process is immediately followed by the decay into quark 

or lepton pairs, due to a very short lifetime of this boson (~ 10~24[s]). Therefore, 

experimentally detection of the Z boson proceed through the reconstruction of 
its decay products.

The branching ratio (BR), defined as a fraction of the partial decay rate to the 

total decay rate of a given process, represents probability of a certain decay mode. 

The decay branching ratio of a Z into a quark and anti-quark is largest. However, 

the hadronic channels are experimentally challenging, as the QCD background 

overwhelms the signal and makes impossible selection of the clean experimental 

sample. The second most probable decay channel includes neutrino and anti

neutrino in the final state, but as neutrinos interact weakly with matter, they 

pass through the detector without leaving a trace. Therefore the Z boson decay 

to charged lepton-antilepton pair is used to select a clean signal sample, despite 

its smallest branching fraction. In this study the Z boson in its electron-positron 

decay channel is investigated. Table 2.3 summarises possible Z boson decay 

modes and their corresponding branching ratios.
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Chapter

The ATLAS Experiment at the LHC

Progress in the field of experimental particle physics relies on sophisticated in

strumentation and involves large collaborations of scientists and engineers. In 

1953 a Convention was signed by 12 countries, and entering into force on 29 

September 1954, gave a foundation to the European Organization for Nuclear 

Research, known as CERN1. It was one of the Europe’s first, large, joint projects.

Over the years it has gained new Member States and continuously increas

ing the number of professionals involved. CERN has come a long way since its 

foundation, hosting several accelerators and related experiments, and witness

ing multiple important achievements in particle physics, computing science and 

engineering.

Presently CERN is operating the Large Hadron Collider(LHC) [39], largest 

and most powerful particle accelerator ever built. It is installed in the 26.7 km 

circumference tunnel, that was originally constructed for another CERN machine, 

the Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP). The tunnel lies between 45 and 170 

m underground, crossing the border of Prance and Switzerland.

Inside the LHC, two highly energetic parallel particle beams2 travel at close

1The name CERN is the acronym derived from the name of the provisional body founded in 
1952: ’’Conseil Europen pour la Recherche Nuclaire” (European Council for Nuclear Research). 
Its prime objective was to establish a major fundamental physics research organization in Eu
rope.

2LHC was designed to collide proton beams at sqrt(s) — 14 TeV and luminosity of
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20 3.1 The Large Hadron Collider

to the speed of light, in opposite direction, colliding at four points on the circum

ference. Four main detectors: ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb are located at 

the corresponding interaction points around the accelerators ring.

In addition to its major success so far, when on 4th of July 2012, ATLAS and 

CMS experiments reported discovery of a new particle consistent with the Higgs 

boson [15, 16], the research, technical and educational impact of the LHC and its 
experiments is hard to overestimate.

The analysis presented in this thesis uses data collected by the ATLAS Ex

periment in 2011, which were produced as an effect of proton-proton collisions 

at the centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. This chapter contains a brief description 

of the experimental setup of the LHC in Section 3.1, the ATLAS Detector in 

Section 3.2 and ATLAS Detector Trigger System in Section 3.3.

3.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the last element of the accelerator complex at 

CERN, where two particle beams are accelerated to the highest energies and then 

brought into collision at four interaction points [40]. The complex, schematically 

presented in Figure 3.1, is formed by the sequence of machines, each accelerating 

beam of particles to higher energy. In general it is composed of a linear accelerator 

(LINAC 2), the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB), the Proton Synchrotron (PS) 

and the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). From SPS proton beams of energy 450 

GeV are injected to the LHC for the final acceleration.

1034cm 2s 1. It is also possible to collide heavy (Pb) ions with nominal energy of 2.8 TeV per 
nucleon and a peak luminosity of 1027cm~2s—1.
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In order to achieve the highest beam energies a sophisticated superconducting 

magnets are used [42]. A large magnetic field (8.33 T nominal value), obtained 

by 1232 dipole magnets, is necessary to bend the protons around the LHC ring, 

while additionally smaller, quadrupole magnets ensure that the beams remain 

well focused, guiding them to the four intersection points. Superconductivity is 

maintained by a cryogenic system, which uses superfluid helium at 1.9 K.

3.1.1 Luminosity

If we consider a given process x, occurring at the LHC with a cross-section ox, 

then production rate Rx of this process can be expressed as:

Rx = £<jx (3.1)

Where £ is the instantaneous luminosity of the LHC, one of the most impor

tant values used to describe accelerator’s performance, usually in units cm-2s-1. 

£ is a function of the beam parameters, and assuming Gaussian beam distribution 

[39], can be calculated according to the equation:

£ =
pNb TibfreV'Yr 

47ren/3* (3.2)

where:

Nb - number of particles per bunch

nb - number of bunches per beam

frev - revolution frequency

7r - relativistic gamma factor

en - normalized transverse beam emittance

/?* - beta function at the collision point

Additionally, due to the crossing angle at the interaction point, the geometric
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luminosity reduction factor F is introduced:

F (3.3)

where:

&c - full crossing angle at the interaction point 

crz - RMS bunch length

<7* - transverse RMS beam size at the interaction point.

Equation 3.3 is valid for two identical, circular beams with az « (3.

In other words, to achieve highest luminosity it is necessary to collide at hight 

frequency high population bunches of low emittance, and the beam optics at the 

interaction point need to provide lowest possible values of the amplitude func

tions. Moreover, to avoid luminosity reduction due to the crossing angle at the 

interaction point, it is necessary to bring the beams at a minimal crossing-angle, 

ensuring larger area of beam overlap and hence, probability of interaction. The 

crossing angle of about 300 fir ad was introduced in order to prevent unwanted 

beam interactions outside the actual collision point, and contributes to the lumi

nosity loss of about 15% [38].

As LHC’s running conditions change over time, hence C is also time depen

dent. Integral over time of data taking is commonly known as integrated lumi

nosity, defined as L = / Cdt, and traditionally expressed in units 5~1. Figure 3.2 

illustrates ATLAS delivered and recorded integrated luminosity obtained with 

stable beams and for pp collisions at 7 TeV centre-of-mass energy in 2011. De

livered integrated luminosity (green) refers to the total amount delivered to an 

experiment by the LHC, and recorded integrated luminosity (yellow), reflects the 

quantity, that has actually been stored into the disk space. Pictured is the lumi

nosity as determined from counting rates provided by the luminosity detectors. 

Luminosity detectors are calibrated using van der Meer scans [43], where the two 

beams are stepwise displaced in the horizontal and vertical planes to measure
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Parameter Nominal 2011

Centre-of-mass Energy y/s UTeV ITeV
Number of Colliding Bunches 2808 1332
Protons per Bunch 1.15- 1011 1.3- 1011
Collisions per Bunch-Crossing (p) 22 8.95
Instantaneous Luminosity 1034 cm-2^-1 3.65 - 1033cm 2s-1

Table 3.1: Nominal LHC values for the main parameters and the numbers ob
tained in 2011 data taking period [38],[44].

their overlap function.

The LHC main, nominal parameters are summarised and compared to the 

one obtained in 2011 data taking period in Table 3.1.

ATLAS Online Luminosity \[s = 7 lev 
| LHC Delivered 

1 1 ATLAS Recorded

Total Delivered: 5.61 fb'1 
Total Recorded: 5.25 fb 1

28/02 30/04 30/06 30/08 31/10
Day in 2011

Figure 3.2: Total integrated luminosity delivered to and recorded by ATLAS 
experiment in 2011 [44].
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3.2 The ATLAS Detector

The LHC delivers the proton beams to four interaction points (illustrated in 

Figure 3.1), where four detectors are located: ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Ap

paratus), CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) [45], ALICE (A Large Ion Collider 

Experiment) [46] and LHCb (LHC beauty) [47].

The ATLAS experiment is a general purpose detector, with a diameter of 25 

m, length of 42 m, and weight of approximately 7000 tons. This impressive size 

makes it the largest detector ever built at any particle collider, and considering 

complexity, it is designed to detect widest possible spectrum of physical processes. 

Details of ATLAS design, technical specification and performance were published 

in several extensive documents [48], [49], [50], [51]. This section will provide only 

a short summary and concentrate on aspects related to subject of this thesis.

Following overall detector concept, the basic design criteria of the ATLAS 

detector concentrate on [48]:

• Electromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry for identification and accurate 

measurements of electrons, photons, jets and missing transverse energy 
(E™iss).

• Muon spectrometry for muon momentum measurements, precise even at 

the highest luminosity.

• Efficient tracking system allowing measurements of charged particles with 

good momentum resolution and reconstruction efficiency.

• Large acceptance in pseudorapidity 77 with almost full azimuthal angle 0 

coverage.

• Highly efficient trigger system.
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rj Coverage
Detector Component RequiredResolution M easurement Trigger

Tracking ^ = 0.05%pT © 1% ±2.5 -

Electromagnetic Calorimetry = log © 0.7% ±3.2 ±2.5

Hadronic calorimetry
Barrel and End-cap

Forward

^ = 5S| ffi 3%

= Mgs e 10%

±3.2

3.1 < It?) < 4.9

±3.2

3.1 < M < 4.9

Muon Spectrometer ^ = 10%
Pt

±2.7 ±2.4

Table 3.2: General design performance requirements of the ATLAS sub-detectors 
[48].

In order to fulfill these requirements, the ATLAS detector consists of a four 

major elements: Inner Detector (ID), Calorimetric System (CS), Muon Spectrom

eter (MS) and the Magnet System. The Inner Detector, composed of a Pixel De

tector, Semiconductor Tracker (SCT) and a Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT), 

is responsible for tracking and measuring the charge and the transverse momen

tum pt of the electrically charged particles. It’s design ensures a coverage in |?7| 

direction up to 2.5 and full <f) range. The Calorimetric System identifies photons, 

electrons and hadrons and measures the energy deposited in the calorimeter. The 

Calorimertic System is composed from an Electromagnetic Calorimeter (inner 

component which measures electrons and photons) and the Hadronic Calorimeter 

(outer component designed for detecting hadrons). The CS covers a large range 

of |?7| < 3.2 for the main calorimetric system and additionally 3.1 < \r}\ < 4.9 

for the forward calorimeter region. The Muon Spectrometer is designed to iden

tify, track and provide measurements of charge and momentum of the muons. 

The ATLAS Magnet System consists the central solenoid magnet and the toroid 

magnet systems. Produced magnetic field bends the trajectory of the charged 

particles proportionally to its strength. The central solenoid magnet provides the
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magnetic field for the Inner Detector, while the toroid magnet is responsible for 
the Muon Spectrometer.

The layout of the ATLAS Detector and its main components are pictured in 

Figure 3.3, while general performance goals are summarised in Table 3.2.

ATLAS adopts right-handed coordinate system with an origin at the nominal 

interaction point. The x-axis pointing towards the centre of the LHC tunnel, the 

y-axis points upwards, towards the surface of the earth, while z-axis is defined by 

the beam direction (see Figure 3.4). The x-y plane is therefore transverse to the 

beam direction. The azimuthal angle 0 is measured around the beam axis, and 

the polar angle 0 is the angle from the beam axis.

ATI AQ D/Mnt 1

Figure 3.4: Schematic picture of the ATLAS coordinates system.

One of the most important kinematic variables used to describe objects in high 

energy physics is rapidity, denoted y. It can be defined using the total energy

of a particle E = y/J?2 + rn2 and its momentum in the z-direction pz, as in 

Equation 2.3.

In the case of massless objects, where E = \~]?\ the rapidity can be simplified 

to the pseudorapidity 77, and defined using the polar angle 6\

(3.4)
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The pseudorapidity is zero at # = At # = 0 pseudorapidity tends to +oo and 

at # = tt to —oo. Figure 3.5 shows the dependence of the pseudorapidity r/ versus 

polar angle 0.

t) versus 8

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
9 [deg]

Figure 3.5: The pseuodrapidity q as a function of the polar angle 9. The ATLAS 
Inner Detector coverage of \q\ < 2.5 indicated as a red dashed line.

The distance AR in the pseudorapidity-azimuthal angle (rj—cf)) space is defined 

as:

AR = ^/(Ar))2 + (A0)2 (3.5)

The transverse momentum pT is the part of the total momentum of a particle 

produced in a collision, that is perpendicular to the direction of the incoming 

beams, and can be defined in the x-y plane, as:

Pt = yJpl+Pl = \p\ sin 9 (3.6)

Similarly the transverse energy ET and the missing transverse energy E™lss 

are defined.
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3.2.1 The Inner Detector

The Inner Detector (ID) is the innermost part of ATLAS Detector, and situated 

closest to the interaction point, withstands the rigorous LHC environment of col

lisions at 40 MHz bunch-crossing rate. The ID is responsible for the tracking of 

charged particles, providing pattern recognition, momentum determination, and 

primary and secondary vertex measurements. The Pixel Detector, the Semicon

ductor Tracker (SCT) and the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT), these three 

sub-systems compose the ID and provide a high granularity design, using the 

silicon technology in the first two layers (pixels and SCT), and a straw tube 

gaseous detector in the outer layer (TRT). Composition of the Inner Detector 

and its structure is schematically presented in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. The 

Inner Detector is immersed in a 2 T magnetic field, provided by a superconduct

ing solenoid, which is situated on the inner face of the electromagnetic calorimeter.

The Pixel Detector

The Pixel Detector [52] contains three concentric cylinders with the axis along 

the beam (5,9 and 12 cm radius respectively, called the barrel) and six concentric 

disks, three on each side of the barrel (called the end-cap). The innermost barrel 

layer, called b-layer, is dedicated to measure the primary vertex position, and 

especially for a precise measurement of a secondary vertices of a short-lived par

ticles, such as B-hadrons. The building unit of the Pixel Detector is the module, 

each measuring 2x6 cm and containing 250 fim thick silicon, as a detecting ma

terial. A total of 1744 modules (1456 barrel modules and 288 end-cap modules), 

each containing 16 readout chips and number of electronic components, are used. 

The nominal pixel size is 50 x 400 fim, and with 46080 pixels per module, the 

total number of pixels in the system is approximately 80 million (67 million in 

the barrel and 13 million in the end-caps), covering a total active area of about 

1.7m2.
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r R = 1082

TRT <
V^R = 554 mm 

= 514 mm

SCT

Pixels

R = 0 mm

Pixels

Figure 3.6: Drawing of the ATLAS Inner Detector, showing the structure of the 
Pixel Detector, the Semiconductor Tracker (SCT) and the Transition Radiation 
Tracker (TRT). A track of pr = lOGeV at rj — 0.3, traversing the barrel region 
of the ID is also shown [48].

Figure 3.7: The ATLAS Inner Detector traversed by two 10 GeV tracks with 
rj = 1.4 and p = 2.2 in the end-cap (the TRT barrel detector is not shown) [48].
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The Semiconductor Tracker

The Semiconductor Tracker (SCT) [53] is the middle component of the Inner 

Detector, and as the Pixel Detector, it is also composed of a barrel and two end- 

cap regions (called End-cap A and End-cap C), but rather than small pixels it 

uses long, narrow strips, providing larger active area. There are four barrel layers 

and nine discs at each end-cap, consisting 4088 modules in total (2112 in barrel 

and 1976 in the end-caps). The silicone microstrip sensors are used as a detecting 

medium. There are 8448 single-sided sensors installed in the barrel and 6944 in the 

end-caps, where majority of the modules contain two sensors on each side of the 

module, glued back-to-back with a small angle of 0.040 rad between them. This 

allows to obtain three dimensional hit information and determine a resolution in 

the z-direction. Typically four hits are obtained for each charged particle track, 

with a single hit efficiency between 97 — 100% (depending on the layer, including 

acceptance losses). The SCT has approximately 6.3 million readout channels and 
a total active area of 61 m2.

The University of Liverpool ATLAS group was highly involved in all aspects 

of the construction, testing, installation and commissioning of the Semiconductor 

Tracker End-cap C. Majority of work was carried out in the Liverpool Semicon

ductor Detector Centre (LSDC) and the Oliver Lodge Laboratory workshop. In 

particular this included production, testing and assembly of the modules. A total 

of 988 SCT end-cap modules were successfully mounted onto nine discs in Liver
pool.

The Transition Radiation Tracker

The Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) [54] is the outermost part of the 

Inner Detector, with a two main components: a straw tracker and a transition 

radiation detector. The TRT contributes to the Inner Detector tracking system, 

as well as has an excellent electron identification capability. Similarly to the Pixel
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Detector and the Semiconductor Tracker, the TRT contains barrel and two end- 

cap regions. The TRT is built of 298000 cylindrical drift tubes (straws), each up 

to 144 cm long and 4 mm in diameter, filled with a Xe(7O%)C'02(27%)O2(3%) gas 

mixture. Xenon is used for its good X-ray absorption, while oxygen and carbon 

dioxide to increase the drift velocity of the electron and for photon quenching. 

The straws, containing a 30 /rm in diameter gold plated tungsten wire in their 

centre, are kept under a high voltage of a negative polarity (about -1500 V) 

and act as cathodes. When a charged particle passes through, the gas mixture 

becomes ionised, and the drift electrons are detected by the wire, producing a 

signal. The track of a given particle is determined by analysing a pattern of 

wires, that have produced a signal. The layers of straws are interleaved with 

transition radiation material (polypropylene-polyethylene fibres in the barrel and 

polypropylene foils in the end-caps), which causes the ultra-relativistic charged 

particles passing through to produce low energy transition radiation photons 3. 

This process contributes to the ionisation of the gas mixture, increasing ampli

tude of the signal. Moreover the number of transition radiation photons produced 

by a given particle is proportional its relativistic factor 7 — ^, and electrons with 

mass me — 0.511 MeV are able to emit more transition radiation than the pions 

with mass mn — 140 MeV. For that reason, the TRT uses two thresholds for a 

signal recognition. A low threshold is adopted for tracking and a high threshold 

to identify electrons (particle tracks with many very strong signals are associated 

with electrons). The TRT is not as precise as Pixel Detector or SCT, but it pro

vides about 36 hits per track, allowing reconstruction of even a very long tracks, 

and contributes to measurements of the momenta of high pt particles with small 

track curvatures.

3This process, known as transition radiation, occurs when relativistic charged particles cross 
the boundary between two media characterised by different dielectric constants.
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3.2.2 The Calorimeter System

1 he ATLAS Calorimeter System is composed of the Electromagnetic Calorimeter 

and Hadronic Calorimeter, and its using sampling calorimeters based on two dif

ferent technologies: liquid Argon (LAr) [55] and scintillating tiles [56]. Situated 

just outside the solenoidal magnet surrounding the Inner Detector, the calorime

ters provide energy and position measurement of electrons, photons and hadrons 

over an |t7| range < 4.9. As these particles pass through the calorimeter, they 

interact (either electromagnetically or via strong processes) with the absorbing 

material and produce showers of secondary particles, until their full absorption. 

This energy deposition is then sampled to provide basis of accurate electrons, 

photons and jets identification, as well as E™lss measurements. In general the 

electromagnetic showers are fully included in the Electromagnetic Calorimeter, 

while longer and broader hadronic showers in Hadronic Calorimeter. A cut-away 

view of the ATLAS Detector Calorimeter System is presented inFigure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: The cut-away view of the ATLAS Calorimeter System [48].
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The Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The Electromagnetic calorimeter is composed of a barrel part (|7y| < 1.475) 

and two end-cap elements (1.375 < |ry| < 3.2). The barrel part, built of two identi

cal half-barrels, is separated by a 4 mm thick gap at z = 0. Each end-cap element 

contains two coaxial wheels: an outer one covering the region 1.375 < |7/| < 2.5, 

and an inner one covering 2.5 < \ri\ < 3.2. Over its full coverage the EM calorime

ter uses LAr as a detection medium and lead plates as an absorbing material, 

where the accordion geometry provides full 0-coverage without azimuthal cracks.

Cells in Layer 3 
A«pxAt| = 0 0245x0.05

cells in

'1 Strip cells in Layer 1

Figure 3.9: Sketch of the Electromagnetic Calorimeter barrel module with the 
accordion geometry and different layers shown [48].

Over the region dedicated to precision measurements (|?7| < 2.5, i.e. matched 

to the ID in 77), the EM calorimeter is segmented in three sections in depth, and 

characterised by a fine granularity, while the region covering 2.5 < |?7| < 3.2 is seg

mented in two sections in depth and has a coarser lateral granularity. Schematic 

picture of the barrel module is shown in Figure 3.9, where three layers are vis-
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ible. The first layer, finely segmented in strips along rj, is suitable for accurate 

position measurements. In the second layer the largest fraction of the energy of 

the shower is deposited. Finally the third layer is less segmented, as it collects 

only the tail of the electromagnetic shower. Moreover, in the range of \rj\ < 1.8, 

an additional LAr layer was incorporated. Acting as a pre-sampler, it allows to 

determine and correct for the energy loss in the ID, the solenoid and the cryo

stat wall. The transition region between barrel and end-caps, corresponding to 

1.37 < |?7| < 1.52, contains a large amount of material (used for services, support 

structures, etc), resulting in a reduced performance. Therefore this region is ex

cluded from analysis presented in this thesis.

The Hadronic Calorimeter

The Hadronic Calorimeter is positioned around the EM calorimeter and cov

ers the range \rj\ < 4,9. Its main function is reconstruction, identification and 

energy measurement of particle jets and E^iss determination. In the region of 

M < 1.7 hadronic calorimetry is performed by the Tile Calorimeter (central bar

rel part corresponds to \r}\ < 1.0 region, while so-called extended barrel covers 

0.8 < |t7| < 1.7), using the scintillating tiles as the active material and steel for 

absorption. The tiles are placed in a periodic pattern with a photomultiplier 

tubes located behind every module. Wavelength shifting fibres connect tiles with 

a photomultiplier, allowing the scintillation light to be read out. A schematic 

drawing of the Tile Calorimeter module is presented in Figure 3.10.

In the end-cap regions, similarly to the Electromagnetic Calorimeter, LAr is 

used as an active material but with copper, rather than lead as an absorbing 

medium. Each end-cap is composed of two separate wheels with two longitudinal 

layers each, giving total of four layers per end-cap region.
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Photomultiplier

Wavelength-shitting fibre

Scintillator

Source
tubes

Figure 3.10: Sketch of the Tile Calorimeter barrel module with the various com
ponents of the optical readout [48].

The Forward Calorimeter

The Forward Calorimeter uses the LAr technology and extends \rj\ coverage 

up to 4.9. It is composed of three layers. The first one is optimised for an 

electromagnetic measurements and adopts copper plates for absorption, while 

the remaining two measure energy of the hadronic interactions, using tungsten 

as an absorbing material.

3.2.3 The Muon Spectrometer

The Muon Spectrometer is a part of the ATLAS Detector not directly related to 

the analysis presented in this thesis, therefore it is only briefly summarised for 

completeness, whereas a detailed description can be found in [48] or [57].

The outer part of the ATLAS Detector consists the Muon Spectrometer, which 

is the largest sub-detector in terms of detector’s volume. Its main objective is 

to detect and measure momenta of charged particles exciting the Calorimeter
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System. In fact the only known final state particles4 to pass all other sub-detectors 

and reach the Muon Spectrometer are muons. The superconducting air-core 

toroid magnets are used to bend trajectories of the particles. The magnet system 

is composed of a long barrel, covering the range |t?| < 1.4 and two end-cap 

magnets, covering 1.6 < |?7| < 2.7. In most of the r/ range precision tracking 

is provided by the Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) Chambers, while in the region 

2 < \r}\ <2.7 the Cathode Strips Chambers (CSC) are used for this purpose.

3.3 Trigger System

Existence of the highly efficient trigger system [50] was one of the basic design 

criteria of the ATLAS Detector. With an initial bunch-crossing rate of 40 MHz 

the rate of selected events is reduced by the Trigger System to about 200 Hz, 

enabling recording and offline processing. While this is a significant rejection, the 

trigger system remains reliable and sensitive to interesting physics processes. In 

order to perform successfully ATLAS trigger is organised in three levels, where 

each level gradually reduces the number of accepted events. Events selected by 

the trigger are recorded by the Data AcQuisition (DAQ) system. A schematic 

illustration of the ATLAS Trigger and DAQ System is shown in Figure 3.11.

3.3.1 The LI Trigger

The first level of ATLAS Detector Trigger System is called Level-1 (LI), and it is 

a hardware based trigger, which also allows flexible programming of thresholds, 

according to variable run conditions, physics requirements or increasing luminos

ity. For each collision event LI makes a decision, in less than 2.5 (is, whether 

or not to pass it to the next level [48]. The LI trigger selects objects with high- 

Pt (muons, electrons, photons, jets, r-leptons decaying into hadrons), as well as 

events with a large missing or total transverse energy. The LI trigger selection is
4Except for neutrinos, which pass through all parts of the ATLAS Detector, remaining 

undetected.
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Interaction rate 
~1 GHz

Bunch crossing 
rate 40 MHz

< 75 (100) kHz

Regions of Interest

g Pipeline 
memories

Derandomizers
Readout drivers 
(RODs)

Readout buffers 
(RGBs)

EVENT FILTER
~ 100 Hz

Full-event buffers 
and

processor sub-farms

Data recording

Figure 3.11: Schematic representation of the ATLAS Detector Trigger and Data 
Acquisition System [50],

based on reduced granularity information from the Calorimeters and the Muon 

System, where significant energy deposits are localised in 77 — </> space and defined 

as Regions of Interest (ROIs). When certain conditions and thresholds applied 

by LI are met, then the ROIs are processed further by the next level of trigger 

system. During 2011 data taking period the output rate from LI trigger does not 

exceed 60 kHz [58].

3.3.2 High Level Trigger

Following LI Trigger, there are Level-2 (L2) and Event Filter Triggers, composing 

so-called High-Level Trigger (HLT), which is software based. The Level-2 Trigger 

(L2) uses fast custom algorithms to process partial event data within Regions of 

Interest (ROIs) identified by LI. The detector- specific Readout Buffers (ROBs) 

are responsible for storing data from LI accepted events until L2 decision is made. 

On average L2 processing time is about 40 ms per event and an output event
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rate is reduced to approximately 5 kHz (on average in 2011 [58]). When a given 

event passes L2 trigger, the Event Builder accesses RGBs and assembles event 

fragments to provide the Event Filter (EF) with a full event information. The 

EF reduces the event rate to ~400 Hz with an average event processing time of 

4 s. The EF algorithms use the full granularity and precision of ATLAS Detector 

to refine the trigger selections. Events that pass the EF are recorded.
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Chapter

Electron Reconstruction and 
Identification

All proton-proton collision events, that successfully pass through the ATLAS 

Trigger are recorded and available for an offline reconstruction. In this process 

interesting physics objects like electrons, photons, muons, taus and jets (as well 

as E™138) are reconstructed form the raw data, using common ATLAS software 

framework, called ATHENA [59]. The main purpose of the AT HEN A software 

is to generate, simulate, digitize and reconstruct LHC events in the ATLAS De

tector, ensuring a common approach for software development and the design of 

its packages at the same time.

This thesis investigates ZQ boson in an electron1 decay channel and relays 

on the reconstruction, identification and trigger efficiency of electrons within the 

ATLAS Detector. The following chapter describes offline electron reconstruction 

in Section 4.1, identification process in Section 4.2 and corresponding performance 

in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 include a brief description of the electron energy scale 

and resolution determination. In the final part (Section 4.5) electron charge 

identification efficiency is presented.

1If not stated explicitly, therm ” electron” is used to describe both, electron as well as 
positron.
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42 4.1 Electron Reconstruction

4.1 Electron Reconstruction

Electron reconstruction [60] is based on information from two ATLAS sub-detectors: 

the Inner Detector and the Electromagnetic Calorimeter. For electrons consid

ered in this thesis, which are reconstructed in the central region corresponding 

to the pseudo-rapidity range of rj< 2.47, as defined by the tracker and granular

ity of the EM calorimeter, reconstruction is initialised by energy deposits in the 

EM calorimeter. The energy deposits, called clusters, are subsequently matched 

to corresponding tracks reconstructed by the Inner Detector, to form electron 
candidates.

4.1.1 Cluster Seed Reconstruction

The standard egamma electron reconstruction algorithm 2 is used in this analysis.

A preliminary set of seed clusters is selected by a sliding—window algorithm from 

local maxima of energy deposited in the EM calorimeter and within this window’s 

size. The window is a fixed size rectangle defined, with respect to the granularity 

of the calorimeter’s middle layer, to be 3 x 5 cells in units of 0.025 x 0.025 in 

g x <}) space. The seed clusters with a total transverse energy above 2.5 GeV are 
considered.

4.1.2 Track Reconstruction and Matching

The track reconstruction starts with a seed tracks identification in the Pixel

detector and the first layer of the SCT, and subsequently additional SCT hits

are used to form the track candidates, within the tracking volume of \g\< 2.5.

All track candidates which pass good quality criteria are loosely matched to seed

clusters by extrapolation of the last measured point to the second layer of the

calorimeter. The spatial separation between the cluster and the track is required

2There are two main offline electron reconstruction algorithms used in ATLAS. One, called 
"egamma", described briefly in this chapter and second, optimised for a low energy electrons, 
track-seeded reconstruction algorithm (called "softe”), not treated here.
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to be Arj< 0.05 and A0< 0.1. An electron is reconstructed if at least one track 

is successfully associated with a seed cluster, but in a case when there are several 

tracks matched to the same cluster, the priority is given to the one with silicon 

hits and the smallest AR = \/Ai]2 + Ac/)2 distance.

4.1.3 Full Cluster Reconstruction

After the track-cluster matching the electron cluster is rebuilt using 3x7 and 

5x5 sliding windows (in 7y/0 middle layer cell units) in the barrel and end- 

caps respectively, allowing for different overall energy distributions in these two 

regions to be reconstructed effectively. The total cluster energy is calculated 

[48] by taking into account electron energy deposits in the different parts of the 

detector (both active and inactive) and briefly this contributions include:

• Energy deposited in the material in front of the EM calorimeter (estimated)

• Energy deposited in the cluster (measured)

• Lateral leakage - energy deposited outside the cluster (estimated)

• Longitudinal leakage - energy deposited outside the EM calorimeter (esti

mated)

An accurate cluster energy determination relies on detailed MonteCarlo sim

ulation of energy deposition within the active and inactive parts of the detector in 

order to several corrections to the reconstructed cluster energy to be applicable. 

Finally the energy of the electron is given by the energy of the cluster, while the 

r] and cf) directions are obtained from the corresponding track parameters.

4.2 Electron Identification

The baseline identification of electrons [60], [61] in the central pseudo-rapidity 

region (Ir/I < 2.47) of ATLAS relies on a cut-based selection, which allows sep

aration of isolated electrons from other backgrounds. The selection uses the
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calorimeter, tracking and combined variables in order to distinguish signal elec

trons, electrons originating from photon conversions or Dalitz decays, as well as 

jets, which fake electrons. The cuts have been defined within offline Is EM menu 

and grouped into three categories: loose, medium and tight, where each set has 

increasing background rejection power and can be applied independently. In or

der to confront an increasingly high luminosity conditions of the LHC, the whole 

IsEM menu has been reviewed, optimised and consequently replaced in 2011 by 

a new menu, called IsEM++, which includes loose-h-h, mediums-h and tight++ 

sets of cuts [62]. The full list of variables used to define loose-h-h, medium-h-h and 

tight-h-h sets of electron identification criteria is summarised in Table 4.1.

• Loose-h-h Set of identifications requirements using calorimeter variables, 

such as a shower shape and the energy leakage into the hadronic calorime

ter, as well as track quality cuts (minimum seven silicon hits, including at 

least one in the pixel layer). Moreover a loose cluster-track matching in 7] 
direction is applied (|A?7| < 0.015).

• Medium-h-h Set of identification requirements, which in addition to all 

loose-h-h listed above, includes a tighter cluster track matching in 7] (| A?7| < 

0.005) and loose cuts on the TRT high threshold hits ratio. For the region 

\t}\ > 2.01 more demanding conditions need to be met with respect to the 

shower shape and track hits, while for |r/| < 2.01 at least one hit in b-layer 

is requested.

• Tight-h-h Set of identification requirements, which in addition to all loose-h-h 

and medium-h-h listed above, introduces additional cut on the cluster en

ergy over track momentum variable (E/p). This cut is defined as an interval 

between minimum and maximum E/p value, depending on a given electron 

7] and cluster energy (defined as 11(1^) x 10(7/) bin matrix). Further

more a tighter requirement with respect to the number and fraction of high
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threshold TRT hits and an asymmetrical cut on the cluster-track matching 

following A<j> direction is applied.

4.3 Electron Reconstruction and Identification 
Efficiencies

An accurate determination of electron reconstruction and identification efficien

cies is important for many physics analyses, including measurements presented in 

this thesis. The electron efficiency measurements are based on so-called ”tag-and- 

probe” method, where in general one electron from the event, the tag electron, is 

required to pass a strict selection criteria ensuring clean sample, while the sec

ond electron, the probe, remains unbiased from an event selection, allowing for 

efficiency measurement. For a more comprehensive description of this method, 

please refer to Section 5.2. Those measurements are carried out using both data 

and Monte Carlo samples, and the results are compared to reveal possible differ

ences, usually present due to a small Monte Carlo mis-modeling of the detector 

components and/or additional material distributions. The Scale Factors are de

fined as a ratio of measured (data) over simulated (MC) efficiencies, and applied 

to the Monte Carlo generated samples, in order to correct for the data/Monte 

Carlo discrepancy.

Dedicated studies of the electron efficiencies were performed and relevant scale 

factors were obtained by the egamma group, results are presented in [63], [62] and 

[58].

The official ATLAS recommendations for the values of the scale factors orig

inating from electron trigger, reconstruction and identification efficiency studies, 

are used for the Z boson cross section measurement summarised in this thesis.
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Type Description

Loose-h+ Selection

Acceptance |jj| < 2.47
Hadronic Ratio of Ey in the first layer of the hadronic calorimeter to
leakage E-y of the EM cluster (used over the range [r/| < 0.8 and 

M > 1-37)
Ratio of Et in the hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM 
cluster (used over the range |r/| > 0.8 and |?7| < 1.37)

Second layer
of EM

Ratio of the energy in 3 x 7 cells over the energy in 7 x 7 
cells centred at the electron cluster position

calorimeter Lateral width of the shower
First layer of Total shower width
EM
calorimeter

Ratio of the energy difference associated with the largest and
second largest energy deposit over the sum of these energies

Track quality Number of hits in the pixel detector (> 1)
Number of hits in the pixel and SCT detectors (> 7)

Cluster-track
matching

A?? between the cluster and the track (< 0.015)

Medium-f--j- Selection (includes Loose-}-+)

b-layer Number of hits in b-layer (> 1) for \rj\ < 2.01
Track quality Number of hits in the pixel detector (> 1) for \g\ > 2.01

Transverse impact parameter (< 5 mm)
Cluster-track
matching

Ap between the cluster and the track (< 0.005)

TRT Loose cut on the TRT high-threshold fraction

Tight4--h selection (includes Medium-}--h)

Track quality Tighter transverse impact parameter cut (< 1 mm)
Cluster-track Asymmetric cut on A<ft between the cluster and the track
matching_____ Ratio of the cluster energy to the track momentum (E/p)
rpprp Total number of hits in the TRT

Cut on the TRT high-threshold fraction 
Conversions Electron candidates matched to the reconstructed photon 

conversions are rejected

Table 4.1: Detailed list of identification variables used for the loose-h-h, 
medium-}—h and tight-}--}- electron identification requirements for the central region 
of the ATLAS detector (\r]\ < 2A7) (based on [62]).
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4.3.1 Electron Reconstruction Efficiency

The electron reconstruction efficiency is defined as the probability, that the ded

icated algorithm will reconstruct a genuine electron depositing its energy in the 

EM cluster. The efficiency measurement is performed with respect to the re

constructed cluster (for electrons with ET > 2.5 GeV, assumed to be a 100% 

efficient process) and represents the track reconstruction and the cluster-track 

matching performance. The tag-and-probe method was used to calculate recon

struction efficiencies, requiring a tag electron to pass tight ID criteria and match 

the trigger while a probe is considered to be an electron or photon (allowing 

identification of cluster-track matching failure) candidate. Further cut on the 

invariant tag-probe mass of 80 — 100 GeV (after background substruction) is 

the discriminating variable. Reconstruction efficiency includes track quality and 

the hadronic leakage fraction cuts performance, as introduced by a new loose++ 

IsEM menu. The studies were accomplished in two-dimensional bins of electron 

Pt and ?7, in order to obtain a high precision and minimise systematic uncertain

ties. The electron reconstruction efficiency as a function of probe 77 is shown in 

Figure 4.1. The efficiency to reconstruct an electron with a good quality track 

matching an electromagnetic cluster that fulfills the hadronic leakage fraction 

requirement is approximately 90% for the end-cap region and about 96% in the 

barrel region, for high ET probes. Corresponding Scale Factors (SFs) are found 

to be very close to one, with an uncertainty of less than 0.5%. Details can be 

found in [63]. These SFs are applied to correct the MC samples used in analysis 

presented in this thesis.

4.3.2 Electron Identification Efficiency

The electron identification efficiency is defined as the probability, that the recon

structed electron candidate will fulfill one of the identification criteria (loose++t 

medium++ or tight++). Efficiency studies were performed with the tag-and-
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Figure 4.1: Electron reconstruction efficiencies measured in data and Monte 
Carlo, obtained with probes of lb < ET < 20 GeV (left) and 35 < ET < 40 
GeV (right) [63].

probe method using W eu, Z ^ ee and J/# -)> ee events. Obtained SFs 

are combined and presented with statistical and several correlated systematical 

components. Similarly to reconstruction efficiency, the identification efficiency 

and corresponding SFs are calculated in a double differential binning of electron 

?7 and Et- Details can be found in [63]. These SFs are applied to correct the 

MC samples used in analysis presented in this thesis. The electron identification 

efficiency from Z ee events as a function of probe p is shown in Figure 4.2. The 

Loose++ set of cuts was found to provide 93 — 95% identification efficiency. The 

Medium+-h cuts select electrons with efficiency of approximately 85% and have a 

higher background rejection power, comparing to Medium menu. The Tight++ 

selection introduces a slight improvement in electron identification with respect 

to the previous Tight [63].
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Figure 4.2: Electron Medium+ + identification efficiencies measured in data and 
Monte Carlo, obtained with probes of 15 < ET < 20 GeV (left) and 35 < ET < 40 
GeV (right) [63].

4.4 Electron Energy Scale and Resolution

An accurate calibration of the electron energy is an important factor for all physics 

analyses considering electrons in the final state, including a precise measurements 

of the W and Z boson production cross-sections. Dedicated studies have been 

performed to obtain the electron energy scale and resolution using various in 

situ techniques, and results are presented in [60], [64]. This thesis follows official 

recommendations with respect to the energy scale and resolution, by applying 

relevant correction factors [65].

4.4.1 Energy Scale

Initially the electromagnetic calorimeter energy scale was obtained from Monte 

Carlo simulations [49, 50] and test-beam measurements [66, 67, 68], and improved 

with ATLAS data collected in 2010 [60] and 2011 [64].
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The energy scale correction factors a are determined from Z —> ee and 

J/W ee events, using the precise knowledge of the Z and J/^f masses. An 

alternative method employing W ei; decay channel is used to study the E/p 

ratio. The electron energy scale obtained by two methods agrees within system
atic uncertainties [60].

The energy measured by the calorimeter Emeas is expressed in terms of the 

true electron’s energy (Etrue) and a factor a, which accounts for a possible mis

calculations in a given region i, according to the equation:

Emeaa = Etrve(l + ai) (4.1)

The so-called energy scale correction factors a are determined by minimizing 

the unbinned log-likelihood function [49], which makes use of the Z lineshape, 

as predicted by PYTHIA MC simulation. The correction factors oij (including 

statistical and several systematic uncertainties) provided for the full \rf\ < 4.9 

range, are applied to correct electron energy in data, using Ecorr — Emeas/(1+a/).

In the case of an alternative method, the W ev events were used to study 

E/p distributions fitted with a Crystal Ball function [69]. The most probable 

value of E/p was determined in data and MC and compared to obtain a. The 

energy scale correction factors a acquired by using two alternative methods are 

presented as a function of the electron’s cluster pseudorapidity in Figure 4.3.

4.4.2 Energy Resolution

Details of the electron energy resolution studies with 2010 and 2011 data can be 

found in [60] and [64] respectively.

The fractional energy resolution in the electromagnetic calorimeter is ex

pressed as a function of p dependent parameters a, b and c:

<tE _ a b
~e' = 7e<se (4.2)
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Figure 4.3: Electron energy scale correction factor a as a function of the pseudo
rapidity obtained from Z —>■ ee (left) and W ev (right) events. The W ev 
measurement is shown after the baseline calibration has been applied [60].

where a is the sampling term, b is the noise term and c is the constant term. 

The sampling and noise terms (a and b) are assumed to be well modeled by the 

simulation and are taken from MC, while the constant term c is measured in data. 

For this purpose Z —>• ee events were studied. A di-electron mass spectrum fitted 

with a Breit-Wigner convoluted with a Crystal Ball function was used, so that the 

Breit-Wigner width is set to match the Z width and the Crystal Ball function de

scribes the resolution. The observed differences in the energy resolution between 

data and Monte Carlo samples are corrected, by applying the smearing factors 

(random numbers distributed appropriately to match the measured resolution) to 

the MC reconstructed energy. The reconstructed dielectron mass distributions, 

for two different pseudorapidity regions, stating the Gaussian width (a) of the 

Crystal Ball function for data and MC are shown in Figure 4.4.

4.5 Charge Identification Efficiency

The electron charge identification probability [63, 62] is defined as the fraction 

of electrons with correctly assigned charge to all charge-assigned electrons, and 

depends on the electron identification cuts applied. The possible inefficiency of 

the electron charge identification arises, when a high pt secondary particle’s track
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Figure 4.4: Calibrated dielectron mass distributions for Z —>• ee events for all 
pairs (left) and all pairs with \r]\ < 1.37 (right) [70].

or wrongly reconstructed track is matched to the EM cluster.

In order to measure the charge identification rate, the tag-and-probe method 

is used to study Z -+ ee events, and the ratio of the number of opposite sign 

pairs to the number of all charge-assigned pairs is determined.

The electron charge identification efficiency as a function of |t;| for Medium++ 

and Tight-h-h selection criteria is presented in Figure 4.5.

ATLAS work in Prograss 
f L dt » 47 lb'1

Data 2011 \s«7TeV

ATLAS work in Progress

Data 2011 \s = 7 TeV

Figure 4.5: Electron (triangle) and positron (inverted triangle) charge identifi
cation efficiency as a function of \r]\ for Medium-h-h (left) and Tight-h-h (right) 
selection cuts [62].

In general the electron charge identification is a highly efficient process with a 

strong 77 dependence, where a drop in efficiency is observed in the forward region, 

due to the larger amount of detector material. Moreover charge identification 

efficiency is not ’ charge sensitive”, ie. no substantial difference between misiden-
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of data and Monte Carlo charge identification efficiencies 
for Tight-h-h selection of (-)+ pairs (left) and (+)- pairs (right) [63].

tification of electrons and positrons is observed. Comparison between data and 

MC simulation shows a good agreement in the barrel region, while for the highest 

77 region a discrepancy is observed (see Figure 4.6).

In order to adapt the MC efficiencies to the one observed in data, the 

ElectronMCChargeCorrector tool available from egammaAnalysisUtils is used 

in this analysis.

4.6 Summary

An electron in ATLAS Detector is characterised by a narrow cluster of energy 

deposited in the Electromagnetic Calorimeter, that is associated with a track re

constructed in the Inner Detector. A common electron selection is a cut-based 

process, that uses the particle identification variables defined in the IsEM menu 

in order to separate genuine electrons from background. For 2011 ATLAS anal

ysis the IsEM++ menu was the basis of electron identification, introducing new 

Loose++, Medium-h+ and Tight-h-h operating points.

The efficiency to reconstruct and identify electrons in ATLAS Detector has 

been measured in 2011 using data driven techniques. A common approach is to 

use so-called Tag&Probe method. Efficiency measurements provide scale-factors 

(SF), which are obtained from Data to Monte Carlo (MC) comparison. The Scale
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Factors are used to adjust the efficiencies predicted by MC simulation to reflect 
efficiencies observed in data.

The electron reconstruction efficiency exceed 90% for the whole rj range, and 

for Ex above 15 GeV. The electron identification efficiency defined by a Loose++ 

set of cuts is about 93 — 95%. The Medium++ cuts identify electrons with effi

ciency of approximately 85%, while Tight++ cuts provide identification efficiency 

of approximately 68 — 76%, depending on 77 range. The electron charge identi

fication efficiency has a strong 77 dependance, with efficiency above 99% for the 

central region, which drops to about 94% for the forward region (for Medium++ 
electrons).
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Chapter

Electron Trigger Efficiency

Efficiency measurements related to electron identification, reconstruction and 

triggering are performed using data-driven methods. The introductory sections 

of this chapter describe the types of trigger used in 2011 data taking period, 

with respect to the instantaneous luminosity delivered to the LHC. Section 5.2 

introduces the Tag and Probe method exploited in the trigger efficiency studies. 

The following parts present methodology for both single and di-electron trigger 

efficiency calculations, where comparison to the Monte Carlo predictions yields 

the corresponding scale factors (SF). This thesis follows an official ATLAS recom

mendations, with respect to the values of the scale factors used to correct for the 

data/Monte Carlo discrepancies, including those originating from the electron 

trigger efficiencies studies [58, 60]. However the Tag and Probe method is an 

important, and common tool for the assessment of electron efficiencies, therefore 

it is instructive, first to demonstrate a working example of its direct application, 

before specific recommendations are to be used in the cross-section measurement.

5.1 Electron Trigger Menu in 2011

The ATLAS detector trigger system is briefly described in Section 3.3, this section 

outline a short characteristic of different electron trigger types, as used in 2011 

data taking period.
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5.1 Electron Trigger Menu in 201156

The acquisition of a given event with an electron candidate (s) in the final 

state, proceed according to definitions included in the electron trigger menu. 

The menu is flexible and definitions change, taking into account the increasing 

instantaneous luminosity and pile-up conditions of the LHC, in order to main

tain the desired trigger rates. In particular, it is achieved by applying various 

thresholds or different sets of selection cuts.

Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 summarise the main single and di-electron triggers 

used and evolution in trigger rates at different levels with respect to luminosity is 

detailed. Name of the trigger include an information about the type of the physics 

object concerned (e.g. ”e” stands for a single electron, or ”2e” - two electron 

candidates in the final state), the transverse energy (ET in [GeV]) threshold 

applied at EF, as well as the selectivity level of a given set of cuts used (i.e. loose, 
medium or tight).

In order to accommodate increasing instantaneous luminosity, while keeping 

trigger accept rates within designed limits (overall output at Ll< 60 [kHz] and 

EF about 400 [kHz]), electron trigger menu was optimised by implementing the 

^-dependent EM thresholds, and a hadronic leakage requirement, at the LI. To 

mark this change, the letters vh were added into the naming convention. For 

the di-electron trigger a tighter threshold requirement was adopted (changing Et 

from 7 to 10 [GeV] at LI) when the instantaneous luminosity exceeded 1.5 x 

1033 [cm~2s^1], and the symbol T was implemented in the trigger’s name. At the 

HLT the EM threshold was raised from 20 to 22 [GeV] for a single electron trigger, 

and from 10 to 12 [GeV] for a di-electron trigger. Finally to take into account the 

changes in the offline electron identification criteria (Section 4.2), the mediuml 

set of requirements was introduced, to trigger on the electron candidates, which 

satisfy the new mediuml-+ offline selection.
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Name Luminosity Range [cm 2s 1] LI Rate [Hz] L2 Rate [Hz] EF Rate [Hz]

e20-medium up to 2.0 x 1033 7300 273 50
e22_medmm 2.0 - 2.3 x 1033 5700 273 45

e22vh_medmml from 2.3 x 1033 3600 150 22

Table 5.1: Single electron triggers listed with respect to the instantaneous lumi
nosity range, when in use as a main analysis trigger. Corresponding rates at LI, 
L2 and EF are specified. (Based on [58].)

Name Luminosity Range [cm 2s x] LI Rate [Hz] L2 Rate [HzJ EF Rate [Hz]

2el0_jnedmm up to 0.7 x 1033 13600 83 1.6
2el2_medium 0.7 - 1.5 x 1033 5900 36 0.9

2el2T_medmm 1.5 - 2.3 x 1033 2100 36 0.9
2el2Tvh_medium from 2.3 x 1033 800 36 0.9

Table 5.2: Di-electron triggers listed with respect to the instantaneous luminosity 
range, when in use as a main analysis trigger. Corresponding rates at LI, L2 and 
EF are specified. (Based on [58].)

5.2 Tag and Probe Technique

The electron trigger efficiency can be extracted by applying the data-driven Tag 

and Probe method on Z/y* —>■ e+e_events.

In order to calculate the efficiency, a pair of related objects originating from a 

mass resonance (i.e. J/^, Z etc.), is as suitable choice. The di-electron Z/7* —» 

e+e“ channel has a clear signature and easily reducible background, therefore is 

well suited for application of the Tag and Probe technique.

The Tag electron is responsible for triggering an event and selected via a 

stringent selection, while the Probe electron remains unbiased from the event 

selection, and is used to efficiency measurement. This technique can be applied 

in various efficiency measurements, depending on the respective definitions of 

Tag and Probe. The details of the selection applied in this specific analysis are 

outlined below.

The adequate background subtraction is crucial for reliable extraction of
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events, suitable for the Tag and Probe studies. However the background con

tamination in the central invariant mass region, where the studies are performed 

(i.e. 80 < mee < 100, see below), is at the level of 0.5% and assumed to be 
negligible (see Section 8.4).

Efficiency of the trigger is evaluated from a ratio of number of Probes passing 
a given trigger to all selected Probes:

(5.1)

The trigger efficiency was evaluated at different levels of electron identification 

criteria, ie Medium(+4-) and Tight(++).

Electron trigger efficiency is highly dependent on the kinematics of the elec

tron, therefore the efficiencies and SFs are measured as a function of electron 

pseudorapidity rj and electron transverse momentum pT.

For the purpose of the following efficiency calculations, 2011 ATLAS data 

(period D — M) and Zj^* —>• e+e- MC signal sample generated with PYTHIA61 

are used. The common selection2 include events from the standard Good Run 

List (GRL) and are ’’good” Object Quality. Problematic regions of the LAr 

calorimeter are excluded from analysis (noise burst cut). The primary vertex is 

required to have at lest three associated tracks, and so-called author electrons (1 

or 3) are selected. The therm author refers to the algorithm used to reconstruct 

a particular electron. Author==l represents the object that has been found 

by the cluster based algorithm (i.e. standard egamma algorithm, as described in 

Section 4.1.1) only, while author==3 stands for the electron reconstructed by the 

standard, as well as the track-based algorithm simultaneously. For more details, 

please refer to Section 7.3.

1Please refer to Chapter 6 and Table 6.1 for more details.
2For a detailed description see Section 7.2.
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5.3 Single Electron Trigger Efficiency

In order to calculate a single electron trigger efficiency, the tag electron is first 

selected among offline reconstructed electron candidates, and required to match 

an online electron passing the single electron trigger (e20_raedzum, e22jmedium 

or e22vh-medium! - depending on luminosity) at all trigger levels (i.e. at LI, L2 

and EF). The matching is performed in the (77, 0) space, within the cone of /S.R < 

0.15, where Ai? = (A77)2 + (A</>)2. The tag electron is subject to additional

selection cuts, including pT > 25 GeV, and tight-f-+ identification. The tag 

electron has to be reconstructed within |r;| < 2.47, excluding 1.37 < \r]\ < 1.52, 

corresponding to a transition region between the barrel and the end-caps, as well 

as 1.60 < I77I < 1.70 region of low efficiency (see Section 7.3 for more details). 

The second electron, with a pT > 2f)GeV is considered as a probe, if it forms 

an invariant mass with a tag, in the range of 80 < mee < 100 GeV, and has an 

opposite electric charge.

The single electron trigger efficiency is defined as a ratio of probes matching 

in /\R an online electron, that pass the trigger selection, to all selected probes.

0.9 -

0.8
os

e20_medium
e22_medium
e22vh_medium1

e20_medlum 
e22_medlum 
e22vh mediuml

50 60 70 80 9010*

Figure 5.1: Trigger efficiencies calculated with respect to medium(++) electron 
selection, and presented as a function of r/ (a) and pr (b) of the electron.

Approximately l.8[fb ^ 0.6[/6 1], and 2.5[fb x] of the ATLAS data were
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60 5.4 Di-electron Trigger Efficiency

recorded, when the main single electron triggers for physics analysis were e20~medium, 

e22jmediumi and e22vh-mediuml respectively.

The efficiencies of the e20jmedium, e22jmediumi and e22vh-mediuml trig

gers, calculated in data with respect to the medium+4- electrons, and presented 

as a function of 77 and pt of the electron, are shown in Figure 5.1.

In general the single electron trigger performance is high, with inefficiencies 

arising mainly from the resolution of reconstruction and identification variables 

at the high level trigger. Reconstruction algorithms implemented in the HLT, 

and especially the tracking algorithm at L2, do not correspond at the level of 

sophistication to the offline algorithms, due to time constraints related to the 

online processing. Moreover the offline electron identification is related to certain 

limitations, which also affect the trigger performance. This is particularly visible 

for the e22vh-mediuml trigger. It involves a tighter selection criteria and a larger 

number of variables, comparing to the e20-medium and e22jmedium triggers, and 
its performance is most affected.

5.4 Di-electron Trigger Efficiency

The efficiency of a di-electron trigger, for events with two identified electrons, is 

defined as a product of a single trigger efficiency for each of the two electrons, 

and measured as a function of a given offline parameter:

^triggeriWiei^) 1 PT(ei,e2) 1 •••) = etrigger(.rl{(ii)‘> PT{ei) i ■••) ' ^triggeriPi^y PT(e2) ^ •••) (5-2)

where the is calculated equivalently to Section 5.3. The tag electron,

is selected with medium++ identification criteria, and match an online elec

tron, passing the single electron trigger selection (e20jmedium, e22jmedium or 

e22vhjniediuml - depending on luminosity) at all trigger levels (i.e. at LI, L2 and 

EF). The efficiency is defined as a ratio of probes matching in AR < 0.15

an online electron, that pass the trigger selection (el2_medmm, el2T-medium or
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5.4 Di-electron Trigger Efficiency 61

el2Tvh-medium), to all selected probes. The efficiencies were calculated with re

spect to the probe electrons identified with either medium-f--h or tight++ selection 

criteria.

~g ■ »-r

e12_medium 
e12T_medium 
e12Tvh medium

—f— e12_medium 
e12T_medium 
e12Tvh_medium

Figure 5.2: Trigger efficiencies calculated with respect to tight-h-h electron selec
tion, and presented as a function of g (a) and pr (b) of the electron.

The efficiencies of the el2jmedium, el2T.medium, and e\2Tvh.medium trig

gers, calculated in data with respect to the tight-f--f- electrons, are shown in Fig

ure 5.2, as a function of g and pt of the electron. At the efficiency plateau 

all triggers follow a similar profile and show a very high performance, reaching 

97 — 99%. From Figure 5.2(b) it is visible that the efficiency plateau is reached 

by all three triggers at about 23 [GeV].

The sources of systematic uncertainty related to the trigger efficiency mea

surements with the Tag and Probe technique, include the selection of the Tag 

electron, the size of the invariant mass window of the electron pair, as well as the 

size of the AR cone considered in the trigger matching procedure. The total sys

tematic uncertainty on this measurement is typically small, details are included 

in [58].
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5.4.1 Scale Factors

The scale factors are obtained from comparison of the data calculated trigger 

efficiencies to the one acquired from the Monte Carlo predictions, and defined 

as a ratio of data to MC. Figure 5.3 shows comparison of e20-medium trigger 

efficiencies obtained from data and simulated Z -* ee events. Both distributions 

are in a good agreement, but MC simulation tends to overestimate the trigger 
efficiency.

•20_m«dlum Data

•20_m«dlum MC e20_medium MC

e20 medium Data

Figure 5.3: Comparison of e20.medium trigger efficiency obtained from data and 
MC simulation, with respect to the medium electron selection. Efficiency as a 
function of p (a) and pr (b) of the electron is presented.
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Chapter

Data and Monte-Carlo Samples

This chapter describes data (Section 6.1) and Monte Carlo generated (Section 6.3) 
samples used in analysis presented in this Thesis. Section 6.2 provides a brief 

specification of the main Monte Carlo events generators, while the last section 

(Section 6.4) details the global corrections applied to MC samples, resulting from 

the differences between data and simulation.

6.1 Data Sample

The analysis is based on the proton-proton collisions data at y/s — 1 TeV col

lected by the ATLAS experiment during 2011. The data are divided into sub

periods (B-M), reflecting changes in data taking conditions, such as luminosity, 

different trigger menus or detector’s operational status. During 2011 data-taking 

period the LAr Calorimeter had a several minor problems with respect to the 

Front End Boards (FEBs), noise bursts or dead/noisy single cells. In order to 

select events that were collected during the time when the ATLAS sub-detectors, 

essential to this analysis, were operating properly, the ATLAS WZ common Good 

Run List (GRL) (datall_7TeV.periodAllYear_DetStatus-v36-prolO_CoolRun 
Query-00“04-08_WZjets_allchannels_DtoM.xml) is used. Moreover to reject a 

bad quality or fake clusters originating from calorimeter problems, additional 

cuts, like a noise burst (LArError = 2) and Object Quality cuts, are applied
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64 6.2 The Monte-Carlo Event Generators

[71]. The sub-periods D-M are considered in the final analysis, providing a total 

integrated luminosity of jC = 4.64 /6_1 with a systematic uncertainty of 1.8% 
[72, 73].

6.2 The Monte-Carlo Event Generators

The purpose of a high energy physics generators [74, 75] is to combine the the

oretical predictions for a given process, in order to produce events imitating the 

one obtained in a real experiment. The simulation of extremely complex final 

states involving a large number of particles is accomplished by using a tool of 

factorization. It allows separation of interesting processes, with respect to the 

scale of momentum transfer involved, and their independent consideration. In 

particular case of the LHC collisions, the Monte Carlo generators implement de

scription of the hadrons structure, the parton showers, the hard scattering process 

and the hadronization. The MC event generators often use different approaches 

and approximations for the calculations of these steps, and therefore the theo

retical predictions obtained from MC simulations are to some extent dependent 

on the choice of the MC generator. There are specialised generators dedicated 

to a particular step of event simulation, as well as the multi-purpose one, able to 

govern all aspects of factorisation. It is often beneficial to combine components of 

different programs, depending on the process of interest (eg. PowhegPythia6 

used to generate Z ee events, where the Pythia6 generator provides parton 

showers and Photos simulate the effect of QED final state radiation), in order 

to obtain the most accurate theoretical predictions.

There are many Monte Carlo generators available for the purpose of LHC 

physics. The one used to generate the samples relevant to this analysis will be 

shortly discussed in the following sub-sections.
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6.2.1 Pythia

PYTHIA [76] is a general purpose event generator, able to simulate lepton-lepton, 

lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron interactions within a broad range of theoretical 

models. Its versatility and reliability, as well as ease of handling, make it a popular 

choice in HEP physics. The hard scattering process is calculated in leading-order 

(LO) approximation, while the higher-order corrections are approximated with 

the parton shower approach, characterised by a limited accuracy for predicting 

events with higher jet multiplicity. The simulation of hadronisation process is 

based on the Lund string model [77], where stable and unstable hadrons are 

generated and the unstable ones decay into stable particles according to their 

branching ratios. In the case of certain particle decays, different models are also 

available and used by a dedicated generators, and their output is combined with 

Pythia, to provide predictions as accurate as possible. As an example the input 

from Tauola (Section 6.2.6) package used to simulate r lepton decays including 

spin information, can be given. For the calculations of QED bremsstrahlung 

Photos generator is used (Section 6.2.5).

6.2.2 Her wig

Similar to PYTHIA, Herwig (Hadron Emission Reactions With Interfering Glu

ons) [78] is also a general purpose generator, able to simulate lepton-lepton, 

lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron collisions. This include calculations of var

ious hard scattering processes, angular-ordered parton showers, hadronisation 

and underlying event simulations. The main differences between the two gener

ators arising from approach to the parton shower and the hadronisation process 

generation. Herwig uses an angular-ordered shower for initial and final state 

radiation, while the hadronisation process is based on the cluster fragmentation 

model [79]. It is also possible to interface Herwig with other specialised gener

ators like Photos or TAUOLA to simulate complex particle decays. Moreover to
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generate multiple parton scattering events in hadron-hadron, photon-photon or 

photon-hadron events, the Jimmy [80] generator is used, which is a package that 

should be linked to Herwig and Herwig based generators.

6.2.3 Powheg

Powheg [81, 82, 83, 84] is a specialised MC generator which calculates the hard 

scattering process up to next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD. It can be interfaced 

with a shower generator (as Pythia or Herwig), so that the LO accuracy of the 

parton shower and NLO accuracy of the hard process are both supported.

6.2.4 Mc@Nlo

Mc@Nlo [85] is a generator similar to Powheg, including the full NLO QCD 

corrections in calculation of the hard scattering process. The output of the simu

lation is further managed by a multipurpose generator (usually Herwig), which 

provides the parton shower and the hadronisation.

6.2.5 Photos

Photos [86] algorithms generate QED radiative corrections to particle decays. It 

is used in conjunction with a host Monte Carlo generator, which provides informa

tion about the topology of the process and the four-vectors of particles involved. 

Versatile Photos algorithm uses this information to generate bremsstrahlung 

photons with a given probability and with respect to every event, which are then 

included in the fraction of already existing events and kinematic configurations 

are modified to ensure the energy-momentum conservation. The double-counting 

is avoided by excluding QED effects from a host generator (in Herwig by de

fault, in Pythia by setting an internal Parj(90) [87] parameter to 2 • 104, i.e. 

the threshold in GeV below which leptons do not radiate).
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6.2.6 Tauola

Tauola [88] is a MC package dedicated to simulate decays of polarised r leptons, 

constructed in such way, that it can be easily interfaced with a several generating 

programs. For each decay mode an individual phase space generator, a separate 

weak and hadronic current description, as well as a part responsible for the choice 

of the r lepton decay mode and the overall administration, is provided. TAUOLA 

is often used in combination with Photos, as per recommendation.

6.3 Monte-Carlo Samples

A number of Monte Carlo samples (production MCllc) performed using full de

tector simulation and reconstruction in the version 17.0.X of the ATLAS Athena 

software, is used in presented analysis to calculate acceptances and study both 

signal and background processes. The full ATLAS detector simulation is based on 

Geant4 [89]. The multiple proton-proton interactions per bunch crossing (” pile- 

up”) are also considered in the simulation, so that the original hard-scattering 

event is overlayed with the minimum bias events generated with PYTHIA6.

The primary signal sample of Z/7* —> e+e“ events, available with a high 

statistics is generated with POWHEG event generator, where the parton showers 

are provided by PYTHIA6. The additional signal samples, produced with the 

Mc@Nlo and POWHEG both showered by Herwig, are used for the study of 

systematic effects related to the choice of the event generator. Moreover signal 

samples produced with the PythiaG generator has been exploited in some as

pects of the efficiency studies. The background processes taken into account are 

simulated either with PythiaG, Powheg or Herwig. In order to simulate the 

effect of QED final state radiation, the PHOTOS program was used in the case of 

all generators, while r decays are simulated by Tauola.

The PythiaG and Herwig generators employ MRST LO* [90] parton dis

tribution functions (PDFs), while for the Powheg and Mc@Nlo the CT10
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NLO PDF set [23] is used.

Overview of all data sets used for the analysis, together with their official 

data set number and basic properties is provided in Table 6.1. The cross-sections 

specified in the table are used to normalise estimates of the expected number of 

events in the distributions obtained with these MC samples 1. The samples of 

EW processes (Z —tee,W—} eis, W —>■ Z rr) are normalised to next-to- 

next-to-leading-order (NNLO) cross-sections, where the calculations are provided 

by the FEWZ program using the MSTW 2008 [26] PDF set and published in 

[91]. In the case of signal Z ee samples produced in various mass ranges, the 

cross-section provided by the generator multiplied by the k-factor valid for the 

mee > 60 GeV range, is used. The uncertainties on cross-sections arise from the 

choice of PDF, from factorisation and renormalisation scale dependence, and the 

size of the correction from NLO to NNLO. The total uncertainty of 5% and 7% 

is assumed for the single and di-boson samples respectively.

The tt cross section of 165p6 was calculated at mt = 172.5(761^ with a total 

uncertainty of +7% and -10% (from [92, 93, 94]).

6.4 Global Reweighting of Monte-Carlo Sam
ples

The production process of Monte Carlo samples is separated into periods, in 

a similar way to a real data acquisition, taking into account specific detector 

conditions, pileup and trigger settings present during 2011 data taking period. In 

general MC tends to describe data in an appropriate way, but also several minor 

inaccuracies are present, which need to be corrected at the analysis level. This 

involves application of the relevant weights to the truth MC information, and 

validation of their effects at the reconstruction stage.

1 Except for the JF17 (QCD) samples, where the cross-section is taken directly from the 
PYTHIA6 generator; provided only for completeness and not used in the analysis.
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6.4.1 Vertex Reweighting

The beam spot position in x, y and 2 direction is represented by a Gauss function, 

which is also included in the MC simulation. However comparison of data and 

MC revealed discrepancy in an exact position and width of the modelled zvtx dis

tribution, which requires a corrections (weights) to be applied. The weights are 

evaluated from the data/MC ratio and adopted to the generated events, where 

the hard interaction provides an information on the 2 coordinate. All MC sam

ples used in the analysis are reweighted using the VertexPositionReweightTool 
available from egammaAnalysisUtils. The zvtx distribution in MC simulation 

before and after reweighting, as well as a shape observed in data is shown in 
Figure 6.1.

| 12000
46 < mJGtVJ < 15046 < < 150

I 10000

MC St*t © Syst Unc z [mm] MC Stat. © Syst Unc. z [mm]

Figure 6.1: Comparison of zvtx distribution from data and MC, where MC before 
(left hand side) and after reweighting (right hand side) is presented.

6.4.2 Pileup Reweighting

To take into account effects of multiple interactions per bunch crossing (pileup) 

the MC samples (MCllc) are simulated according to the p distribution, as 

measured in each data period, by overlaying the original hard scattering event 

with the simulated minimum bias events. Since the pileup modelling manifests 

residual differences, a reweighting as a function of p is performed by using the
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PileupReweightingTool [95]. Shown in Figure 6.2 are the distributions of the 

number of average interactions per bunch crossing (p), and number of primary 

vertices Nvtx with at least three reconstructed tracks, where the selection cuts 

and reweightings have been applied.

Figure 6.2: On the left hand side the distribution of the number of average 
interactions per bunch crossing is shown. On the right hand side the distribution 
of the number of primary vertices is presented. Both distributions are plotted 
after selection cuts and weights applied.

6.4.3 Z Boson pp Reweighting

The previous studies [96, 3] shown that the predictions of Z boson pT spec

trum obtained from the main signal generators used in this analysis are not 

fully compatible with a distribution observed in data. The disagreement is es

pecially apparent in the low pr region. Although this mismodelling has a lim

ited impact on the cross-section studies performed here, the PowhegPythia6, 

PowhegHerwig and Mc@Nlo generated signal samples have been reweighted 

using BosonPtReweightingTool from the egammaAnalysisUtils package.

6.4.4 Z Boson Line Shape Reweighting

Recent studies [97] have found, that a large diversity in the electroweak parame

ters’ settings implemented in MC generators lead to anomalous discrepancies in
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72 6.4 Global Reweighting of Monte-Carlo Samples

some of the key kinematic distributions, including the lineshape of the Z boson 

resonance. Different MC generators use various approach when including the ba

sic EW properties like the mass and width of the boson, method for the resonace 

parametrisation, or the choice of the coupling constants. This leads to the in

consistency in the parameter definitions across generators used in this analysis. 

1 he LineShapeTool (from the ATLAS svn) is used to analytically reweight this 

various predictions to the common Improved Bom Approximation, in order to 

address the boson lineshape divergence. This tool is exploited to correct all the 

samples used in the analysis, and the performance of the lineshape reweighting 

is shown in Figure 6.3, where the ratios of Pythia6 to other MC generated 

Mee distributions, before and after reweighting are plotted. As an example, the 

MC generators used in the main analysis are exploited, i.e. PowhegPythia, 
PowhegHerwig and MC@NLO.

MT’fGeV] M^h [GeV]

Figure 6.3: The ratios of the Pythia6/PowhegPythia,
PythiaG/PowhegHerwig and Pythia6/MC@NLO generated Mee dis
tributions before (left hand side) and after (right hand side) application of the 
lineshape reweighting.
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Event Selection

A set of tailored cuts, optimised for an effective background rejection perfor

mance, is applied to yield a sample of high-quality electron candidates originating 

from -> e+e_decays. Following chapter introduces the specific criteria used 

to identify the Z boson events, and presents results of their application.

7.1 Electron Energy and Direction Definition

To calculate the basic electron kinematic variables some assumptions have been 

made and rules following the official egamma group recommendations [98] are 

applied. The electron four-vectors are calculated using an information from the 

electromagnetic cluster and the corresponding track. In particular the energy (E) 

of the cluster, the 77 and <p directions from the track, and the zero electron mass 

are taken into account. In the case when the track has less then four silicon hits, 

the cluster information is used. However that kind of TRT only tracks do not pass 

the Medium++ identification criteria (see Section 4.2) and are not included in 

the cross-section measurements presented here. In order to apply all calorimeter- 

related cuts and bins (77 requirement, crack region removal, etc.), as well as the 

efficiency or energy scale corrections, the cluster coordinates are used.
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74 7.2 Basic Event Selection

Trigger DataPeriod IntegratedLuminosity[fb 1]
2el2_medium D-J 1.68

2el2T .medium K 0.59
2el2Tvh_medium L-M 2.43

Table 7.1: Di-electron trigger listed with respect to the different data taking 
periods. The integrated luminosity (in [fb-1]) for a given period is also quoted.

7.2 Basic Event Selection

A successful event selection is characterised by a well balanced proportion of 

identified signal candidates to the amount of rejected background. The events 

included in the standard Good Run List (GRL - see Section 6.1), which ensures 

stability of the beam parameters and that the sub-detectors crucial for the elec

tron analysis were in their nominal conditions during the data taking periods, 

are considered. Events affected by LAr noise burst are excluded with larError > 

1 cut and the quality of the egamma object is checked, using the Object Quality 

Flag implemented in the Athena framework. Object Quality cut eliminates elec

trons with problematic clusters, mainly caused by the presence of a dead Front 

End Boards (FEB) or by the dead/noisy cells.

The presence of a primary vertex with at least three associated tracks is 

required in every event, in order to reject a non-collision background. The events 

are selected by the di-electron trigger. The type of the trigger used depends on 

the data taking period, as specified in Table 7.1.

7.3 Kinematic Selection and Further Require
ments

Further event selection includes identification of good electrons, which are then 

combined to form a Z boson candidate. For each object information about the 

algorithm involved in its reconstruction is stored in the author variable. To fulfill
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Z/y* —e+e Selection

Collision Event Good Run List (GRL)
Primary vertex with reconstructed Ntracks > 3

Noise burst rejection with larError > 1
Trigger Data period dependent trigger (see Table 7.1)

Electron Selection Object Quality (Good Electrons)
Electron author 1 or 3

Medium-!-+ identification 
py ]> 20 GeV

jp| < 2.47 excluding 1.37 < Ip] < 1.52 and 1.60 < \rj\ < 1.70
Event Selection Two identified electrons

Opposite sign charge

Table 7.2: Summary of the event selection criteria.

the further requirements, event must contain two electrons reconstructed with the 

standard egamma algorithm (described in Section 4.1), denoted as author == 1. 

As ATLAS uses two algorithms to reconstruct electrons in the central region of 

the experiment (the second one dedicated mostly to low Pt electrons and seeded 

by a track in the ID), it is possible that a given electron candidate is found by 

the two algorithms simultaneously. In this case, when the track is common to a 

candidate soft-electron and a standard egamma} then the objects are regarded to 

be the same and have author == 3. Those electrons are also considered in the 

further selection.

Electron candidates passing identification criteria at the Medium-h+ level (as 

detailed in Section 4.2) are required to have ET > 20 GeV", be of the opposite 

charge, and fall in the kinematic region of p < 2.47. The transition region be

tween the barrel and end-cap calorimeters, corresponding to 1.37 < \r}\ < 1.52 is 

excluded from analysis.

The comparison of 77 distribution in data and MC shows major discrepancy in 

a very small end-cap region |?7| — 1.65—1.70, which can be seen in Figure 7.1. This
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Figure 7.1: Electron rjduster distribution obtained from data (points) and MC 
(histogram). Due to the observed inefficiency in the small end-cap region cor
responding to 1.6 < \r]\ < 1.7; electron is considered in the analysis if it is 
reconstructed in one of the following |r/| intervals: |r/| < 1.37 or 1.52 < |r/| < 1.60 
or 1.70 < 17/| < 2.47 [1].

inefficiency is probably due to the combination of some material and calibration 

effects [1][99]. As at the moment this is not fully understood issue, and therefore 

an additional region of 1.60 < |t/| < 1.70 is excluded from analysis. The event 

selection criteria are summarised in Table 7.2.

7.4 Performance of the Event Selection

Table 7.3 summarises the number of selected Z/7* —>• e+e- candidates remaining 

after the selection procedure has been applied to data sample. A total of 1152247 

candidates pass all criteria in the invariant mass window 66 < mee <116 GeV, 

36364 in 46 < mee < 66 GeV and 13145 in 116 < mee < 150 GeV.
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Selection eot’[%] £’’ei [%’

All events (after preselection) 100.00 100.00
Primary Vertex (with > 3 tracks) 99.95 99.95
Veto LAr noise bursts 99.65 99.70
Di-electron trigger 3.96 3.98
excl. |?7 < 2.47 3.85 97.16
excl. 1.47 < |?y| < 1.52 3.34 86.75
excl. 1.6 < \r}\ < 1.7 3.07 92.05
Author electron 3.04 98.76
pT > 20 GeV 2.09 69.00
Object Quality (GOOD) 2.07 98.84
Medium-)-+ 1.45 69.92
Opp. charge pairs 1.42 98.15

46 < Mz < 66 GeV 0.04 (36364) 2.98
66 < Mz < 116 GeV 1.34 (1152247) 94.65
116 <MZ< 150 GeV 0.02 (13145) 1.08

Table 7.3: Z/'y* —> e+e” cut flow table with in terms of absolute and relative 
efficiency for a given criterion, w.r.t. initial number of Z boson candidate events 
after preselection, eabs, and relative to the prior selection step srel in per cent. In 
each mz bin number of selected events is explicitly tabulated.
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Chapter

Background Contributions to 
ZJ/y* —y e+e_ Signal

An accurate estimation of the amount of events originating from the background 

processes that pass the selection procedure (specified in Chapter 7) is essential to 

Z/'y* —»■ e+e~cross-section measurement. In this chapter the background sources 

to the process of interest and methods of their determination are described. In 

particular the data driven method employed to the QCD multijet background 

evaluation is exemplified in Section 8.2.

8.1 Sources of Background

There are several background processes identified as valid for this analysis, and 

in general they are grouped into two categories, namely electroweak and QCD 

backgrounds.

Group of the electroweak backgrounds is associated with a real, high pT and 

isolated electron production in the event. These events include the semi and 

fully leptonic decay modes of ti pairs, the electroweak boson decays W —> ez/e, 

W —>• tvt and Z/'y* —)> r+r”, where the r leptons may decay into electrons 

(r —> e.vv), as well as di-boson (WW, WZ, ZZ) events. The second group in

cludes the multijet events produced in QCD interactions, which are the dominant
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80 8.2 Data-driven QCD Multijet Background Estimation

source of fake electrons (i.e. jets misidentified as isolated electrons). With re

spect to various sources of background events, the corresponding Monte Carlo 

data sets have been generated and described in Section 6.3. The electroweak 

backgrounds are simulated taking into account each process individually, while 

the QCD backgrounds are simultaneously included to compose one set, the so- 

called JF17 filtered sample. Nevertheless, despite the fact that the JF17 sample 

contains approximately 10 million events, the large QCD cross section and high 

electron selection cuts efficiency result in a fact, that these events are not suffi

cient for a direct estimate of the QCD multijet background in Z/y* -> e+e~events. 

Therefore, while the electroweak backgrounds are estimated relying entirely on 

MC produced samples, the QCD background contributions are evaluated using a 
data-driven technique.

8.2 Data-driven QCD Multijet Background Es
timation

The misidentification of jets as isolated electrons gives rise to the background 

in Z boson production. The two main processes of multijet production can be 

distinguished. The heavy flavour production of bb and cc, leading to the subse

quent decays of b and c quarks, where electrons are typically embedded within 

hadronic jets and poorly isolated, as well as inflight decays of pions and kaons. 

The overwhelming cross section of the QCD processes and related large uncer

tainties, which arise mainly from a limited theoretical understanding, demand 

the QCD multi-jet background be determined using a data-driven technique.

8.2.1 Isolation Variable

The topology of pp —>• Z/7* —» e+e“ events is characterised by a clean signa

ture, comprised of two, highly energetic and isolated electrons in the final state. 

Calorimeter variables can be studied to distinguish genuine, isolated electrons
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from poorly isolated and fake electrons, which are passing all the identification 

criteria, contributing directly to the event selection.

The isolated electrons deposit their energy in the narrow cluster localised in 

the EM calorimeter, while the non-isolated electrons and jets are characterised 

by an additional energy deposit (due to the presence of accompanying particles) 

in the immediate proximity of the electron candidate. Therefore the calorimetric 

isolation variables are introduced, which enable determination of the value of en

ergy deposited in cells surrounding the reconstructed electron clusters, providing 

grounds for separation of the signal electrons from the background.

It is possible to define a cone with a given radius Ai?, built around the 

reconstructed cluster of the electron candidate in 7] and <f> space, so that the 

AR = sjArj2 + Acf)2. The calorimetric isolation variable Ejj>ne(AR) is calculated 

by subtracting the transverse energy of the electron from the total transverse 

energy deposited in the cone AR. In the following the cone size AR = 0.3 is used 

and the corresponding variable is denoted as ^one(0.3). To minimise the ET 

dependence of the selection, the calorimetric variable normalised to the electron 

transverse energy E^ne(Q.3)/ET is investigated.

In general the misidentified electrons originating from the QCD events are 

characterised by a larger values of the isolation variable, due to a hadronic activity 

associated with the fake electrons.

Figure 8.1 shows the comparison of the calorimetric isolation variable Ej?ne(0.3) 

distribution obtained from data and Monte Carlo. It is visible, that the shape 

of the distributions is adequately modeled, but associated with a shift towards 

the lower energy values. To correct this discrepancy the MC distributions of the 

isolation variable are shifted by a constant value of 0.4 GeV.
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Figure 8.1: Calorimetric isolation variable £’^one(0.3) distributions used for the 
data driven multi-jet background estimation. Shown for the three different mz 
intervals. On the right hand side the MC distributions are shifted by 0.4 GeV.
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8.2.2 Background Enhanced Selection

To investigate the amount of the multi-jet background passing the selection cri

teria, a special background enhancing procedure is applied to the data sample, 

in order to create a template distribution containing a large number of fake elec

trons. It is obtained by reversing electron identification cuts, allowing the objects 

imitating electrons to enter the selection. Consequently candidates selected by 

a di-photon trigger (EF_2g20doose) and passing the Loose-h-h identification cri

teria, but failing at Medium++ level, are included, while all the kinematic cuts 

related to transverse momentum and the geometrical acceptance of the detector 

remain unchanged and have to be fulfilled. The template selection created in such 

a way is assumed to have the same shape of the £^?ne(0.3) distribution, as the 

multi-jet background that survives the original signal selection, but it contains 

considerably larger amount of events.

8.2.3 Normalisation Procedure

To successfully estimate the QCD background contribution to the signal selection, 

it is necessary to perform the normalisation procedure, ie. to estimate the scale 

factor to be applicable to the background enhanced template selection, in order 

to normalise it to the expected number of multi-jet events that pass the signal 

selection.

As described in Section 8.2.1, misidentified electrons are usually not well iso

lated and have a larger values of the isolation variable, than the genuine electrons. 

Therefore, in order to evaluate the correct scaling for the number of multi-jet 

template events, the E^ne (t).Z)/ET distributions for the data events after signal 

selection, and the multi-jet enhanced selection template are compared in the re

gion, where data starts to deviate from the sum of signal and EW + it described 

by the Monte Carlo simulation.

As expected, the region of interest dominates the tail of the ESj?ne(t),Z)/Et
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distribution, since for the real electrons there is virtually no transverse energy 

left in the surrounding AR cone, after removal of electron ET. This is not the 

case for the multi-jet component, where clusters are generally wider, with a lot 
of hadronic activity remaining.

Figure 8.2: Calorimetric isolation variable normalised to the transverse energy 
E^me(0.3)/ET, shown on the logarithmic scale. The distribution in the various 
mz ranges is presented, together with multi-jet data driven template modelled.

Moreover it is observed, that E^716(0.3)/Et spectrum varies between three dif

ferent mz ranges considered, not only in terms of statistics, but also in shape of 

the measured distribution (see Figure 8.2), which narrows with increasing trans

verse energy, reflecting close relation to the respective cluster’s deposit sizes. The 

normalisation scale strongly depends on the tail’s lower edge position, there

fore has to be evaluated over mz bins separately. The higher edge is fixed at 

F'ly?ne(0.3)/£,7’ = 0.61 to reduce dependance on the very large values of isolation
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variable, which might not be well modelled in MC simulation.

The normalisation interval and resulting scale are determined via the two 

stage iterative procedure:

i. Scaling factor is derived using wide tail interval between 0.05 and 0.61. The

logic of the method is depicted on the flow chart (Figure 8.3), and also 

detailed below.

ii. Resulting multi-jet distribution is summed with signal and remaining back

grounds from Monte Carlo, and compared, within mentioned interval, to 

the data distribution, via x2 identity test [100, 101, 102], i.e. evaluating x2 

p-value1 - probability that two histograms represent identical distributions.

In the following iterations consecutive shift (by +0.02) to the lower edge po

sition is introduced until it reaches the upper edge boundary. As may be seen in 

Figures 8.4, 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7, the result is a scan of the normalisation constant over 

a high isolation tail together with the measure of the agreement between the data, 

after signal selection, and modelled multi-jet background. Consequently, fit with 

the highest p-value defines the normalisation interval and number of multi-jet 

events.

Figure 8.3 shows the algorithm behind, scaletemp, Multi-jet template scaling 

calculation. The reasoning is to equalize the number of multi-jet events seen 

in a given tail, with those measured in data, after subtraction

of signal, and electroweak + tt backgrounds, 7V^,MC' samples. Monte

Carlo models for the EW processes used in the study are normalised to the 

measurement luminosity using NNLO cross section values, with an exception of tt 

which is available at NLO. For a given E^me(0.3)/ET tail the iteration starts with 

1 Please see Appendix for explicit definition of the p-value.
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Figure 8.3: Flow chart of an iterative algorithm to determine the scaling for the 
data-driven Multi-jet template for a given normalization interval. ]\[Data,MC,... 

denotes number of events in either full or tail of the E%me(0.3)/ET spectrum 
such: N = Wi where Wi is a weight including efficiency corrections for a given 
Monte Carlo event.
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a nominal input for scale applied to Monte Carlo, scaleMC = 1. What follows, 

scaletemp is defined as a ratio between the number of data events in the tail 

(subtracting signal and background models) to Consequently, normalised

number of the multi-jet events, is evaluated by multiplying number

of unsealed multi-jet template events, jVremp, with the scaletemp (see node 4 in 

Figure 8.3).

The dependance on the initial normalisation of the Monte Carlo samples is 

removed by the reevaluation of the scale applied to the Monte Carlo, scaled, 

which is measure of agreement between the number of selected data events NData, 

subtracting to those modeled with Monte Carlo for signal, Nsi9’MC,

and background, Nsl9,Bk9. Providing, that the change in the normalisation for 

the Monte Carlo is not significant (< 0.1%) the algorithm converges, with the 

final value for the number of multi-jet events, NMulti-3et^ returned in the last 

iteration. The method is efficient converging most often after (mode) 2 cycles.

It is important to note that in principle the evaluation of the normalisation 

constant could be performed over each yz cross-section measurement bin (please 

refer to Section 9.2), as an extension to one (global) scale, per each mz bin. In 

practise it was found that it is not beneficial, since the systematics suffers from 

available statistics. The approach did not improve the accuracy of the estimate 

due to a strong sensitivity to the available data, which is small (0(10) events in 

66 < Mz < 150) for the tail /ET regions in the high Z rapidity bins.

8-2.4 Systematic Uncertainties

As briefly mentioned in the previous section, the major systematic uncertainty 

related to the scaling of the multi-jet background arises from the choice of the 

normalisation interval, in particular the lower edge position. In order to asses the 

magnitude of the dependance, results of the scan (see Figures 8.4, 8.5, 8.6 and 

8.7), with a step of +0.2 applied to the lower edge position, over the ranges of
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Figure 8.4: Electron isolation distributions used for the data driven Multi-jet 
background estimation. Selection of plots showing iterative change to the nor
malisation interval. Performance of the data driven template is confirmed with 
\2 p-value. Shown for the 46 < mz < 66 [GeV] range, where EPiow denotes 
position of the lower edge.
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Figure 8.5: Electron isolation distributions used for the data driven Multi-jet 
background estimation. Selection of plots showing iterative change to the nor
malisation interval. Performance of the data driven template is confirmed with 
X2 p-value. Shown for the 66 < mz <116 [GeV] range, where EPiou, denotes 
position of the lower edge.
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Figure 8.6: Electron isolation distributions used for the data driven Multi-jet 
background estimation. Selection of plots showing iterative change to the nor
malisation interval. Performance of the data driven template is confirmed with 
X2 p-value. Shown for the 116 < mz < 150 [GeV] range, where EPi^ denotes 
position of the lower edge.
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Figure 8.7: Electron isolation distributions used for the data driven Multi-jet 
background estimation. Selection of plots showing iterative change to the nor
malisation interval. Performance of the data driven template is confirmed with 
X2 p-value. Shown for the 46 < mz < 150 [GeV] range, where EPiow denotes 
position of the lower edge.
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tail distributions, were investigated.

As may be seen in Figure 8.8, there is an arbitrary choice for the region, 

in which systematic variation in estimated NMuHi~jet value was performed. The 

choice of this arbitrary region is motivated by the fact, that since the Monte Carlo 

simulation and (unbiased) data-driven multi-jet background should describe data 

perfectly, therefore resulting (estimated) NMulti~iet should, apart from statistical 

fluctuations, be independent from the choice of the normalisation region.

As a result, estimation of the systematic uncertainty is conducted in the re

gion with relatively flat distribution of NMulti~je\ reasonable agreement between 

the model and data (reflected by y2 p-value), and do not suffer from available 

statistics. The value for the systematic variation is differentiated in the mz bins, 

and also integrated over the entire range. It is conservatively2 taken as a half 

of the uncertainty band, where the uncertainty band is defined as a distance be

tween maximum and minimum variation, including statistical fluctuations. Con

sequently a relative systematic uncertainty of ±14.7% in low (46 < < 66),

±32.1% in central (66 < mz < 116), ±35.0% in high (116 < mz < 150) and 

±25.1% integrated over entire mass region (46 < mz < 150) is assumed on the 

model. The estimated numbers of the Multi-jet events are summarized in tab 
Table 8.1.

8.3 Control Distributions

In this section the control distributions are presented. After all selection cuts 

have been applied to data and both the signal and background MC samples, the 

number of selected MC events is normalised to data using NNLO cross-section 

predictions, assuming an uncertainty of 5% for signal and background samples,

2More rigorous approach would require to consider statistical uncertainties on NMulti~jet as 
correlated between the variations, resulting in reduction to the the size of the uncertainty band. 
Nevertheless, since assumption was made regarding the homogeneity between shapes of the 
multi-jet distribution surviving signal selection in data and originating from enhanced selection, 
in order to avoid underestimation of the uncertainty the errors were considered uncorrelated.
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Multi-jet

46 < mz < 66
66 < mz < 116 
116 <mz < 150

2037.26 ± 96.46(stot) ± 298.79(5^) 
1663.31 ± 147.05(stat) ± 534.52(sj/st) 
252.23 ± 38.19(stai) ± 94.49(syst)

46 < mz < 150 4144.26 ± 189.62(stat) ± 1041.81(syst)

Table 8.1: Data driven estimate for the number of Multi-jet events differentiated 
over Mz bins.
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Figure 8.8: Scan over the region used to evaluate the systematic uncertainty for 
the data driven Multi-jet scaling, shown across different Z mass bins. As may be 
observed the ]\[Multl-jet distribution is largely independent from the width of the 
normalization interval. The hashed error bars represent statistical uncertainty on 
each variation. Red area reflects uncertainty band which is an interval between 
maximum and minimum deviation, including statistical fluctuations. The dashed 
line is set as the center of the uncertainty band.
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except for the di-boson and ti samples, where the uncertainty is 7% and 

respectively (see Section 6.3). The statistical uncertainty is represented by a 

yellow band, while the green band includes statistical and systematic uncertain

ties combined in quadrature. Several electron and Z boson kinematic variables 

distributions are considered as the control distributions, in order to investigate 

the final level of agreement between MC predictions (reweighted, according to 

description in Section 6.4) and the observed data.

Electron Variables

The distributions of electron kinematic variables are illustrated in a linear scale 

in Figures 8.9—8.11 and in a logarithmic scale in Figures 8.12—8.14. The control 

distributions of electron electron cluster rj and electron track (f) are presented 

for the three mz ranges. As seen from the Data/MC ratio plots, an overall good 

agrement between data and MC is observed.

Boson Variables

The control distributions of Z boson variables are illustrated in this section. 

Invariant mass distribution integrated over rapidity in the range 0 < \yz\ < 2.4 

is presented, as well as the rapidity integrated over mass range 46 < mz < 

150. Both presented in linear and logarithmic scale in Figure 8.15. Further 

comparison of boson pt and rapidity p is performed in three mass ranges, and 

shown in Figure 8.17 and Figure 8.18 respectively in linear, and in Figure 8.20 and 

Figure 8.21 in logarithmic scale. From the Figure 8.16 and Figure 8.19 it is visible 

that the Z mass peak region is well modeled (within 2%) by the MC simulation, 

while for the ~ 60 — 80 GeV mass region a redundancy of approximately 10%, 

that evolves into deficit of the same order below 60 GeV is observed.
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Figure 8.9: Distribution of the electron transverse momentum pT presented 
the linear scale for the three mz ranges.
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Figure 8.11: Distribution of the electron track azimuthal angle (f) presented in 
linear scale for the three mz ranges.
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Figure 8.12: Distribution of the electron transverse momentum pT presented in 
the logarithmic scale for the three mz ranges.
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Figure 8.14: Distribution of the electron track azimuthal angle (j) presented in the 
logarithmic scale for the three mz ranges.
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Figure 8.15: Distribution of the Z mass integrated over rapidity in the range 
0 < \yz\ < 2.4 (top) and the rapidity integrated over mass range 46 < mz < 150 
(bottom), presented in linear (left) and logarithmic (right) scale.
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Figure 8.16: Distribution of the Z boson mass presented in the linear scale for 
the three mz ranges.
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Figure 8.17: Distribution of the Z boson transverse momentum pt presented in 
the linear scale for the three mz ranges.
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bigure 8.18: Distribution of the Z boson rapidity y presented in the linear scale 
for the three mz ranges.
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Figure 8.19: Distribution of the Z boson mass presented in the logarithmic scale 
for the three mz ranges.
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Figure 8.20: Distribution of the Z boson transverse momentum p? presented in 
the logarithmic scale for the three mz ranges.
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Figure 8.21: Distribution of the Z boson rapidity y presented in the logarithmic 
scale for the three mz ranges.
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46-66 66 - 116 116-150

tt
Z/'f —» T+T~

W~ —* e“z7e
WW
WZ
zz
W tut

(1.58±0.05)lg;}J 
4.81 ±0.26 ±0.24 
0.22 ±0.03 ±0.01 
0.14 ±0.02 ±0.01 
0.31 ±0.01 ±0.02 
0.06 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 
0.03 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 
0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00

(0.12±0.00)ig;2J 
0.05 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 
0.01 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 
0.01 ±0.00 ±0.00 
0.03 ±0.00 ±0.00 
0.08 ± 0.00 ± 0.01 
0.05 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 
0.01 ±0.01 ±0.00

(4.55 ±0.14)1^
0.26 ±0.09 ±0.01 
0.21 ±0.05 ±0.01 
0.21 ±0.04 ±0.01 
0.95 ± 0.02 ± 0.07 
0.23 ±0.01 ±0.02 
0.09 ±0.00 ±0.01 
0.50 ±0.50 ±0.02

EWK + tt 
Multi-jet

(7.15 ± 0.27)
5.60 ±0.29 ±0.82

(0.36 ± 0.01)ig;g; 
0.14 ±0.01 ±0.05

(7.00 ± 0.53)lg-g 
2.05 ± 0.31 ± 0.72

Total (12.75 ±0.40)^? 0.50 ±0.01 ±0.05 (9.05±0.61)i»;™

Table 8.2: Fraction of background events in per cent for the different mass bins 
integrated over rapidity. Values are quoted with statistical and systematic un
certainties respectively.

8.4 Summary of Background Contributions

The individual contributions of different background processes are detailed in 

this section. The fraction of background events for the three different mass bins 

is summarised in Table 8.2. The fraction of background events in rapidity bins 

and for 46 < mz < 66, 66 < mz < 116 and 116 < mz < 150 mass bins is 

presented in Table 8.3, Table 8.4 and Table 8.5 respectively. The values are 

quoted with statistical and systematic uncertainties. The systematic uncertainty 

on the number of predicted electroweak background events comes directly from 

the uncertainty on the theoretical NNLO cross-section values used to normalise 

MC predictions, and are typically within 5 — 7%, as described in Section 6.3.
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Chapter

Zj/y* —y e+e Cross Section 
Measurement

This chapter presents the summary of results of the Z/7* —» e+e” cross section 

measurements. The first sections provide an introduction to the methodology 

for the cross section calculation, introduce binning definitions for a differential 

measurements, as well as related studies of the bin-migration effects. Details 

of the systematic uncertainties related to the cross section measurement, and 

comparison of results with respect to several theoretical predictions calculated at 

next-to-next-to leading order (NNLO) in QCD, using various PDF sets, are also 

included.

9.1 Method of Cross Section Extraction

To extract integrated and differential Z/^* production cross-section, the following 

formula is used:

afid _
jysig _ jybkg

C'Z ■

(9.1)

where,

• Nst9 is the number of Z/j* candidate events observed in data

• Nbk9 is the number of estimated QCD and electroweak background events
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114 9.1 Method of Cross Section Extraction

• Lint is the integrated luminosity of the data set

• Cz is the efficiency correction factor, defined as:

Cz —
nmc

____________ x 1rec______________

xrMC
gen,analysis-cuts

(9.2)

and is estimated using information from MC simulation at the generated and 

reconstructed level, corrected for any variances from electron trigger, reconstruc

tion and identification efficiencies between data and MC. This correction factor 

is defined as a ratio of the sum of event weights after the reconstruction and 

analysis selection (N^) to the sum of event weights at the generated level, after 

analysis fiducial cuts {N^analysis cuts) have been applied. The analysis fiducial 

cuts define the experimental phase space as follows:

• Both Electron pT > 20GeV

• Both Electron |?7| < 2.47

• Excluding 1.37 < |?7| < 1.52 and 1.6 < |?7| < 1.7

• Di-electron invariant mass mee bins [GeV\.

46 < mee < 66, 66 < mee < 116, 116 < mee < 150

Calculation of the cross-section in the fiducial region provides minimal de

pendence on the theoretical models applied in the MC simulations, and which 

are used to derive efficiency-acceptance corrections. The experimental fiducial 

cross-section measurements are extrapolated to the common phase space, by in

troducing the extrapolation factor Ez) defined as:

Ez =
NMC , -gen,analysis-cuts
nmc,

g en > fiduci a l -cuts
(9.3)
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The Ez is determined from the ratio of the sum of event weights at the gener

ated level with analysis fiducial cuts applied (N^analysis_cuts) to the sum of event 

weights at the generated level, after common fiducial cuts {N^jiducial_cuts) ap

plied. The common fiducial cuts define the phase space collective to electron and 

muon Z/7* decay channels in the central and forward regions of the detector. 

Despite the fact, that analysis presented here involves only electrons detected 

in the central region, this small theoretical extrapolation is performed, allowing 

comparison to the theoretical predictions. The common fiducial region is defined 

without setting any restriction with respect to the pseudo-rapidity of the elec

trons (?7e) j but requiring transverse momentum (pt) of both electrons to be grater 

than 20 GeV, with the invariant electron pair mass (mee) within one of the ranges 

[GeV\. 46 < mee < 66, 66 < mee < 116 or 116 < mee < 150.

The total integrated Z/y* cross-section is calculated according to the formula:

„total
GZ <7z x —» e+e ) =

Cz • Ez ' Az * Lint
(9.4)

The acceptance correction factor Az is introduced, which allows extrapolation to 

the total phase space, using MC generator level information and it is defined as:

Az =
nmc

gen, fiducial-cuts
TTmc

all-gen
(9.5)

where the N^gen is the sum of event weights of all events generated within the 

di-electron invariant mass range of 66 — 116 GeV.

9.1.1 MC Truth Level Definitions

It is possible to calculate the cross-section at different reference points, deter

mined with respect to the level of QED Final State Radiation (FSR) correction, 

according to different MC truth level definitions. The Photos package (Sec-
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116 9.2 Definition of Binnning for the Differential Measurement

tion 6.2.5), interfaced with the MC signal generators, provides simulation of the 

QED FSR, and the three points of reference can be distinguished:

Born At the Born level leptons are defined before QED FSR, i.e. corrected for 
all the QED FSR effects.

Bare The bare leptons are defined after QED FSR, i.e. no QED corrections 
applied.

Dressed The dressed leptons imply a partial QED FSR correction, by including 

the four-vectors of the bare lepton and all QED FSR photons in a cone 

AR <0.1 defined around the bare lepton’s direction.

For the purpose of the following analysis, the efficiency-acceptance correction 

factors taken from the Monte Carlo generator level are evaluated using electrons 

extrapolated to the point before QED FSR (Born level), as provided by the 

Photos algorithm. Consequently the measurements are fully corrected for QED 

FSR effects, allowing comparison to NNLO QCD calculations.

9.2 Definition of Binnning for the Differential 
Measurement

The differential Zj^* —> e+e” cross-section measurements are performed in the 

absolute rapidity \yz\ bins, defined with respect to the considered invariant mass 

range [GeK] of the di-electron pair as follows:

46 < rrtee < 66: Six bins with boundaries at:

\yz\ = {0,0.4,0.8,1.2,1.6,2.0, 2.4}

66 < mee <116: Twelve bins with boundaries at:

\yz\ = {0, 0.2,0.4, 0.6,0.8,1.0,1.2,1.4,1.6,1.8,2.0,2.2, 2.4}

116 < mee <150: Six bins with boundaries at:

\yz\ = {0,0.4,0.8,1.2,1.6,2.0,2.4}
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Hence the Equation 9.1 can be explicitly re-written for the fiducial differential 

cross-section measured in the 2-th rapidity bin, as:

da}id _ Nlig — Nlkg 1
dy^ • Lint dy^ ’ (9.6)

where dylz is the bin width, Nlig is number of the selected candidates in the bin 

z, N£k is the number of background events in the 2-th bin, and is defined as 

in Equation 9.2, but measured in a given bin i.

9.2.1 Purity and Stability

The chosen bin widths are optimised to provide minimal levels of migration and 

statistical uncertainties. For a differential cross-section measurement it is desir

able, that sufficiently often reconstruction of the electron takes place in the same 

bin as it’s generation. In order to quantify migration into and out of a given bin 

2, the purity (P) and stability (S) estimators can be defined as:

pi = N'gen&crec(all-cuts)
n:rec{all-cuts)

sl = n:gen&zrec(alLcuts)
N.gen(all-cuts)

(9.7)

Purity and stability of an 2-th bin is calculated from MC information at the gen

erated and reconstructed level, after all relevant reconstruction cuts (Table 7.2) 

have been applied, where -^en&:r.ec(aiLcuts) is the sum of event weights, which were 

both generated and reconstructed within the same bin z, while Nlgen^all cut^ and 

^rec(aiLcuts) are ^ sum event weights generated/reconstmcted in the bin i 

respectively. According to the definitions in Equation 9.7, purity represents the 

fraction of events reconstructed in the bin 2, that were also generated in this 

bin (i.e. migration into the bin), along with stability determining the fraction of 

events generated in the bin i that were also reconstructed in this bin (i.e. migra

tion out of the bin). Figure 9.1 shows purity and stability for a binning defined in
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118 9.2 Definition of Binnning for the Differential Measurement

Section 9.2. Values are close to one, representing pure and stable bins. Therefore 

the bin-to-bin migration effects are considered as small, and not expected to play 

a significant role in the differential measurement.

0.7-

0.6-

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4

46 < mz [GaV] < 66 
-a— 66 < nv. [GeV] < 116 

116 < mz (GaV) < 150

0.6-

1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.-

Figure 9.1: Purity and stability of the absolute rapidity \yz\ bins, as defined for 
the mass regions 46 < mee < 66, 66 < mee < 116, 116 < mee < 150 GeV.

9.2.2 Statistical Uncertainty on the Correction Factor

The correction factor Cz, defined in Equation 9.2 is calculated from the MC, 

and affected by a limited statistics of the sample used. The associated statis

tical uncertainty on the correction factor is estimated, using the binomial error 

approximation:

y + cww (98)
^ gen

where N = ]>V wi is the sum °f events weights, and (8N)2 = JV wf is the 

corresponding uncertainty squared. When the unweighted case is considered, 

then (8N)2 = N, and the Equation 9.8 can be rewritten as: (8Cz)2 = c~-[lVc'z'1.
' gen

It is worth mentioning, that the proposed binomial estimate for the Cz error is 

reasonable for the values far from the limits, i.e. Cz 0,1. This is true in a 

considered case.
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9.3 Fiducial Cross Section Measurement

9.3.1 Systematic Uncertainties

In this section the systematic uncertainties for the fiducial Z boson cross section 

measurement are presented. Since treatment of the systematic effects related 

to the modeling of the background to Z/^f* —^ e+e_ channel was discussed in 

Chapter 8, the reasoning will not be repeated here but only relevant results 

quoted.

The methodology of the uncertainty estimation assumes calculation of the 

nominal fiducial cross section value o^d (according to Equation 9.1), which de

pends on various correction factors applied. Each correction factor used carries 

related uncertainties, which influence the cross section calculation. Then sub

sequently all parameters in question are varied within a given error limits to 
construct and aFd^down^ allowing to determine the uncertainty on the cross

section, via:

fid,up fid,down

^ ------ (9-9)

The sources of systematic uncertainties considered in this measurement are briefly 

discussed in this section.

• Trigger Efficiency

For details concerning electron trigger efficiency measurements, please refer 

to Chapter 5. For the purpose of this analysis a di-electron trigger was 

used. The corresponding scale factors, calculated in a two dimensional bins 

of r] and pt of the electron, are provided with statistical and systematic 

uncertainties, and are applied to each electron depending on its respective 

V — Pt phase space. The effect on the cross-section measurement is small, 

typically below 0.16% for the central mass region.
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120 9.3 Fiducial Cross Section Measurement

• Reconstruction and Identification Efficiency

For details concerning electron reconstruction and identification efficiency 

measurements> please refer to Section 4.3. Both reconstruction and identifi

cation efficiency scale factors are calculated in two dimensional bins of 77 and 

Pt, and provided with statistical and systematical uncertainties, similarly 

to the trigger efficiency SF. The effect on the cross-section measurement is 

small, below 0.3% for the central mass region, except for the last rapidity 
bin.

• Charge Misidentification

For details concerning electron charge identification efficiency measurements, 

please refer to Section 4.5. The charge misidentification probability is well 

described in the MC, except for the forward region of 2.3 < |t7| < 2.47. The 

uncertainty on the charge misidentification SF increases with 77. The effect 

on the cross-section measurement for the central mass region is dominant 

and reaches 0.8% for the last rapidity bin.

• Energy Scale and Resolution

For details concerning energy scale and resolution measurements, please re

fer to Section 4.4. The energy scale uncertainties are decomposed into sev

eral components: method uncertainty, choice of generator uncertainty, pre

sampler scale uncertainty, material uncertainty and low pT (pt < 20GeV) 

uncertainty. The effect of the energy scale on the cross-section measure

ment is below 0.2% for the central mass region, while the contribution from 

energy resolution is below 0.1%.

The differences in cross section measurement arising from the choice of the 

Monte Carlo generator used (matrix element), are evaluated as a difference be

tween the result obtained with MC@NLO and PowhegHerwig generators. 

Similarly, uncertainty related to the choice of parton shower modelling program
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9.3 Fiducial Cross Section Measurement 121

is evaluated by performing the calculations with PowhegHerwig instead of 

POWHEGPYTHIA6 and assigning the deviation as an uncertainty. The matrix 

element and the parton shower related uncertainties are taken from the egamma 

work [1].

The relative systematic uncertainties on the fiducial cross section measure

ment are summarised in Table 9.1, Table 9.2 and Table 9.3, for 46 < mz < 66, 

66 < mz <116 and 66 < mz <116 range, as well as represented graphically in 

Figure 9.2, Figure 9.3 and Figure 9.4.

Impact on the measurement precision for the low mass bin comes equally from 

the available statistics, as well as the systematics of the correction factors, and the 

multi-jet QCD background estimation. The center mass region suffers predomi

nately from the electron charge misidentification corrections, as well as from the 

reconstruction, energy scale and trigger efficiency corrections. The high mass win

dow suffers from statistical uncertainty, prominently from multi-jet background 

estimation, in particular towards high \yz\ bins.
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Figure 9.2: Summary of the systematic uncertainties on the fiducial cross section 
measurement. Shown are the relative uncertainties in per cent for the mass region 
46 < mz < 66.

9.3.2 Fiducial Cross Section Results

Normalised differential fiducial cross sections in the Z/7* —)> e+e“ channel are 

shown in Figure 9.7 for the different Z boson mass ranges. Comparison be

tween different Monte Carlo generators (PowhegPythia6, PowhegHerwig 

and Mc@Nlo), using the same PDF set CT10, show small dependance on the 

choice of the model implemented by a given generator, predominantly in the high 

and low mass intervals.

The differential fiducial cross sections in the Z/7* —> e+e~ channel are shown 

in Figure 9.6 for the different Z boson mass ranges. The blue band accounts 

for the full experimental uncertainty, including 1.8% from the luminosity mea

surement. The result is compared with most recent predictions derived by the 

MSTW, ABM, HERAPDF, NNPDF and WZ2010 groups, where available. 

Measured yz dependencies are broadly described by the predictions of the PDF
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Figure 9.3: Summary of the systematic uncertainties on the fiducial cross section 
measurement. Shown are the relative uncertainties in per cent for the mass region 
66 < mz < 116.
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Nsi9 Nbk9 ± 5Nbk9 ± SCZ

46 < \yz\ < 66 36364 4636.8 ± 136.8 0.564 ± 0.002
66 < \yz\ < 116 1152247 5756.2 ± 175.5 0.605 ± 0.0004
116 < \yz\ < 150 13145 1124.4 ±81.0 0.602 ± 0.003

Table 9.4: Parameters for the integrated fiducial cross section measurement. Ns‘i9 
is the number of Z/7* candidate events observed in data, Nbka is the number of 
estimated background events and Cz is the efficiency corrector factor.

JS[si9 Nbck ± 5Nhck Cz :± 15Cz

0 0 A \yz\ <0.4 9517 1127.0 ±62.4 0.618 ± 0.004

0 A \yz\ <0.8 8857 1093.5 ±61.6 0.613 ± 0.004

0 bo A \yz\ <1.2 6618 928.3 ± 58.8 0.591 ± 0.005
1.2< \yz\ <1.6 5061 744.2 ±54.0 0.527 ± 0.005
1.6< \Vz\ <2.0 3749 485.9 ± 49.9 0.485 ± 0.005

V0cd \yz\ <2.4 2502 255.8 ±46.3 0.430 ± 0.005

Table 9.5: Parameters for the differential fiducial cross section in 46 < m,z < 66 
GeV range. N^9 is the number of Z/y* candidate events observed in data, NbkfJ 
is the number of estimated background events and Cz is the efficiency corrector 
factor.

sets examined. Small excess observed in the bin by bin comparison, notably for 

the central rapidity bin, do not exceed overall differences between the theory 

values, with ABM11 being most compatible with the data.

Parameters used for the Z/y* -* e+e“ cross-section measurement are listed in 

Table 9.4. The parameters for the differential fiducial cross section measurements 

are listed in Table 9.5, Table 9.6 and Table 9.7, for the Z mass bin 46 < mz < 

66, 66 < mz < 116 and 116 < mz < 150, respectively. The fiducial cross 

section values are included in Table 9.9, Table 9.10, Table 9.11 for the differential 

measurement and in Table 9.8 for the integrated measurement.
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“n o.3
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Figure 9.5: A ormalised differential Zj^* —> e+e cross-section as a function of 
\yz\ in the Z boson mass ranges. Error bars represent statistical uncertainty.
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jysig jybck Sjybck ± SCz

0.0< \yz\ <0.2 158764 858.1 ±47.7 0.640 ± 0.001
0.2< \yz\ <0.4 151190 836.3 ±50.1 0.643 ± 0.001

o A \vz\ <0.6 141196 735.8 ± 47.5 0.637 ±0.001
0.6< \yz\ <0.8 131466 740.8 ± 49.6 0.628 ± 0.001

o bo A \yz\ <1.0 121088 672.3 ± 50.6 0.610 ±0.001
1.0< \yz\ <1.2 108333 500.2 ±46.1 0.590 ± 0.001
1.2< \yz\ <1.4 94211 435.7 ±46.1 0.578 ± 0.001
1.4< \yz\ <1.6 85679 337.7 ±44.3 0.570 ± 0.001
1.6< \yz\ <1.8 60760 269.1 ±45.1 0.557 ±0.001
1.8< \yz\ <2.0 43948 181.4 ±44.7 0.552 ± 0.002

to o A \Vz\ <2.2 37870 130.3 ± 44.0 0.542 ± 0.002

to to A \yz\ <2.4 16760 56.8 ± 43.0 0.487 ± 0.002

Table 9.6: Parameters for the differential fiducial cross section in 66 < < 116
GeV range. Nstg is the number of Z/^* candidate events observed in data, Nbk9 
is the number of estimated background events and Cz is the efficiency corrector 
factor.

Nsi9 Nbck ± SNick CZ:±6CZ

o o A \yz\ <0.4 3709 385.4 ± 20.2 0.630 ± 0.007

o A \yz\ <0.8 3228 356.7 ±20.8 0.623 ± 0.008

o bo A \yz\ <1.2 2594 203.0 ± 18.5 0.602 ± 0.008
1.2< \yz\ <1.6 2009 112.3 ± 16.8 0.588 ± 0.009
1.6< \yz\ <2.0 1058 56.8 ± 17.6 0.553 ± 0.011

Voc4 \yz\ <2.4 539 10.2 ± 15.7 0.506 ± 0.014

Table 9.7: Parameters for the differential fiducial cross section in 116 < mz < 150 
GeV range. Nsl9 is the number of Z/y* candidate events observed in data, Nbka 
is the number of estimated background events and Cz is the efficiency corrector 
factor.

46 < \mz\ < 66 12.120 ± Q.m{stat) ± 0.l7%yst) ± 0.218{lum)\pb]
66 < \mz\ < 116 408.628 dz 1.230(sfat) ± 2.201(sysi) ± 7.355(/um)[p6] 
116 < \mz\ < 150 4.304 ± 0.099(atot) ± 0.064(sz/sf) dz 0.077(Zlim)[p6]

Table 9.8: Fiducial cross section integrated over \yz
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130 9.3 Fiducial Cross Section Measurement

0.0< \yz\ <0.4 
0.4< \yz\ <0.8 
0.8< \yz\ <1.2 
1.2< \yz\ <1.6 
1.6< \yz\ <2.0 
2.0< \yz\ <2.4

3.656 ± 0.045(stat) ± 0.049(syst) ± 0.066(lum) \pb] 
3.414 ± 0.043(stai) =b 0.044(syst) ± 0.061(^nm) \pb] 
2.594 ± 0.041(stat) d= 0.037(syst) ± 0.047(lum) \pb] 
2.205 ± 0.040(s^) ± 0.039(sysf) ± 0.040(lum) \pb] 
1.812 ± 0.039(sfat) ± 0.032(sysf) ± 0.033(Z^m) \pb] 
1.408 ± 0.039(sfat) dr 0.022(3ygf) ± 0.025(£um) [p6]

Table 9.9: Fiducial cross section for 46 < mz < 66 GeV range.

0.0< \Vz\ <0.2
0.2< \Vz\ <0.4
0.4< \yz\ <0.6
0.6< \yz\ <0.8
0.8< \yz\ <1.0
1.0< \yz\ <1.2
1.2< \yz\ <1.4
1.4< \yz\ <1.6
1.6< \yz\ <1.8
1.8< \yz\ <2.0
2.0< \yz\ <2.2
2.2< \Vz\ <2.4

132.955 ± 0.317(stat) ± 0.535(ayst) dr 2.393(Zum) \pb] 
125.939 dr 0.304(stat) dr 0.533(syst) d: 2.267(ium) \pb] 
118.774 ± 0.300(siot) dr 0.609(sysf) ± 2.138(^m) [pb] 
112.099 ± 0.295{stat) ± 0.573(sysf) ± 2.018(Zum) \pb] 
106.279 ± 0.296(Sfat) ± 0.533(syst) dr 1.913(jum) \pb] 
98.532 ± 0.284{stat) dr 0.528(syst) ± 1.774(Zttm) \pb] 
87.376 ± 0.271(sfai) ± 0.489(sysi) ± 1.573(Ium) \pb] 
80.662 ± 0.262(stat) dr 0.478(syst) dr 1.452(Zum) \pb] 
58.465 dr 0.224(stat) ± 0.420(syst) ± 1.052(Zwn) \pb] 
42.731 ± 0.196(atflt) ± 0.309(ayrt) ± 0.769(Zlim) \pb] 
37.488 dr 0.187(atat) ± 0.309(sysf) dr 0.675(iwm) \pb] 
18.497 dr 0.139(atat) dr 0.187(sysf) dr Q.333(Zum) \pb]

Table 9.10: Fiducial cross section for 66 < mz < 116 GeV range.

0.0< \yz\ <0.4 
0.4< \yz\ <0.8 
0.8< \yz\ <1.2 
l-2< \yz\ <1.6 
1.6< \yz\ <2.0 
2.0< \yz\ <2.4

1.421 d= 0.026(stat) ± 0.018(sysf) ± 0.026{lum) \pb] 
1.241 ± 0.024(rtat) dr 0.017(syst) ± 0.022(it4ro) \pb] 
1.070 dr 0.023(stat) dr 0.014(syst) ± 0.019(;wm) \pb] 
0.869 ± 0.017(stot) dr 0.013(sysi) dr 0.016(Zttm) \pb] 
0.488 dr 0.017(sfai) dr 0.009(syst) ± 0.009(ium) \pb] 
0.281 ± O.OISfrtat) dr 0.008(gyst) dr 0.005(tom) \pb\

Table 9.11: Fiducial cross section for 116 < mz <150 GeV range.
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Figure 9.6: Differential fiducial Z/~f* —>■ e+e cross-section as a function of \yz 
the Z boson mass ranges.
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9.3.3 Common Fiducial Cross Section

The experimental fiducial cross section measurements can be extrapolated to 

the common phase space (Equation 9.3). As an exercise this procedure was 

performed, allowing comparison to various theoretical predictions calculated to 

NLO and NNLO QCD using the programs FEWZ[103], [104] and DYNNLO [105]. 

The theoretical predictions are taken from the egamma group [1].

The common fiducial cross sections have been calculated at NNLO QCD 

using the NNLO PDF sets: CT10 [23], ABM11 [24], HERAPDF 1.5 [25], 

MSTW2008 [26], NNPDF2.3 [27] and JR09 [28].
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Chapter

Summary

This thesis presents a study of the 2011 LHC data at centre-of-mass energy of 

7TeV, recorded by the ATLAS Detector, on inclusive Z/7* production cross 

section. The data set corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 4.64/6-1. The 

measurements have been performed in the electron decay channel. This analysis 

has been pursued as a complementary cross-check to the newest ATLAS results 

[1], however the event selection method include different criteria. The electron 

trigger, identification and reconstruction in the ATLAS Detector is presented, and 

the data driven method, central for the estimate of the measurement efficiencies 

is exemplified by the electron trigger efficiency evaluation. A special attention 

was given to understand the background contribution from QCD sources, and the 

shape of the QCD background was studied using a data-driven technique. Several 

sources of the cross section systematic uncertainties were studied, including effects 

of electron performance measurements and background determination methods. 

The cross section in the fiducial region of the experiment is presented differentially 

as a function of the Z/7* boson rapidity, and integrated over \yz\, in three boson 

mass ranges: 46 < mz < 66, 66 < mz <116 and 66 < < 116 [GeV].
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Appendix

A.l x2 p-value

Comparison of compatibility between two distributions is frequently used tech

nique in data analysis. First suggested by Pearson [100] the x2 test of homogeneity 

is used widely for comparing histograms. To compare histograms with the same 

binning and the number of bins, r, we denote events in the i — th bin in the first 

histogram as and as raj in the second one. The total number of events in 

the first histogram is N = and in similarly second M = The

hypothesis of identity (homogeneity) [102] is that the two histograms represent 

random values with identical distributions. It is equivalent that there exist r 

constants pl,...,pr, such that Y^i=iPi ~ 1- What follows the probability of be

longing to i — th bin for a measured value is the same for both distributions. Since 

the number of events in the i — th bin is a random variable with a distribution 

approximated by a Poisson probability distribution g Npi{NPi)n* ^ ^ ^rst an^ 

likewise -—Pt^p^ for the second distribution. If the hypothesis of homogeneity 

is valid, then the maximum likelihood estimator of Pi, i = 1,..., r is

rii + mi
N + M (A. 1)
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As a result

E (rn - Npj)2
Npi +E

i=l

(mi - Mpj)' 
Mpi

1 (Mrii — Nmi)2
MN ^ rii + mi

will approximate Xr-i distribution [102].

(A.2)
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